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.The State Superintendent o.f Wisconsin, in a paper read be-
fore the recent winter meeting, says that county superintendents 
ought to. be graduates of normal schools, colleges, or the Un i-
versi,ty, or hold state certificates, and we would further suggest 
that there should be authority so.mewhere to send a competent 
man from any county in the state into any o.the'r county to su-
perintend its ' schools, ' for other-wise the properly qualified man 
might not always be available in e,'ery co'unty. But this would 
l'eq'uire tne total revolutiol1 of the present system, which might 
not be safely acco.m~lished at the present ~ime. It wo.uld en-
danger t'he whQle system Qf county supervision, and any return 
.' 'to town supervision would be disastrous beyond measure.' 
I , 
The Superintendent also. said the optiona~ character of the law 
for the 'tQ~nship sy; tem Q'.1ght to be changed , to ,one of compul· 
sion. If th·is can be done and then the law vigorously enforced, 
afte,rwards we may look for 'the days of Illoreelfectual supervision. 
The fact is there is need in Wisconsin of a State B03.rd of Edu-
cation with the ability and the authority to control public educa-
tion in the state. No legislature will ever trust in the hands of 
one· \TI3.~ the needed authority. ,No onemal1 is able t.) do what ' 
is needed to be done. The State Superintendent is an accident. 
A board, 20uld be',a ~Qntinuity and have a policy with a certainty 
of time for it to bring forth fruit" , YQU may labor and wait for 
a CQmmon s~hool resurrection and perfection, but they-will never 
:;:.- , ,~ s0' l?!lg ~ ,tne, pres.ent autocra~y of 'the. di~trict bQard lie. 
,,/ ' malnSi The price of progress her:e IS , centralizatIon. What the ' 
~ ,people can't do for t~emselves they must give into th~ hands of 
.. ~/ihelrBest men to be done for them. The. econo~ic element now 
<.I.~ asserts itse' .f:- ' Tbt dema.nd is fQr a maximum artiele at a mini-~qm~ C0Sr~ : ]t 'is'" t. We' are all strong for it. To obtain 
! 'cl,g'\.il-rat~s: ' you : must c mbine, however, and that m'eans cen- ' 
J.,-. " traJ·i:ze-, a\l!i ,~hat means,th~ loss 'of separate powers, out the gain 
~ ,w~uld, ~.e. ~pr.~ than- .many equivalents. ;. , ", ' ' 
.. 'r Wi:6l\ ' a ' State BQa'Xi~ 0"[ ' Educati0n" a 110 ' ' of ,de·localized 
~ : , 
, r, 
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county , superintendents, and the township system, there would 
come an educational revival such,as we have ',never yet seen. 
, R. 
The _Monroe ( Wis.) Sentinel, in a recent number, says the fa] 
lowing about refractory pupils: 
, ,-
The business of the teacher, after all, is teaching, not punishing. No . 
teacher will resort to corparal punishment ,unless it seems absolutely neces-
S1ry. But ,then, let us meet the facts squ~ely. Nothing is made by going 
around them. 
A boy is disorJerly and disobedient in school. He cannot be governed 
by mild measureS. He is reported to his parents, and tliey cannot control 
him. Too frequently they uphold him in the wrong. Fmally he is expelled, 
'The state takes huld of him, ' and"1ends him to Waukesha. . There it is !Jusi. ' 
ness. A strong arm has 'hold of him, and he' must obey. A good . whipping 
in the Reform Schoo~ brings him ,out all right. Might not a good whipping 
in the public school do the same? ' 
We are opposed to ' corporal punishment;, it is the last resort; but, at times, 
soml!lking must bl! donI!. What shall it be? We belie~e that i"eachers -and 
parents, working together, in good faith, can contr~l the most refractory. 
As to thli general point made in the above, it is good enough. 
We agree fully. But a wrong hilpression is made as tGi the e'ase 
and completeness of reformat'ion at tlie Industrial School. Whip-
ping at the Reform School would 'be of comparatively little use ' , 
without the etceteras of constant surveillance; 'constant regulari-
'ty Ofla:bor, stuiy~ play, <i;nd sleep, and the constant se~se of u!l-
. yielding forc~ that surrounds a boy from th~ 'very first. Wnen 
a boy becomes .incorrigibly bad in the public schopls he·is a 
proper candidate for an apprentice3hip. Let him be put to s0;me ' 
sort of manual labor. The plan of forciag knowledge down lli 
boy is bad enough in general, and execrable in the pa;rtkulail I 
case of whipping it into him. It is tlte unexpected and excep-
tional in the treatment of a bad boy that £6 u~;ually most salutary . . _ 
The thing he expects, he holds in conte'mpt, whether~ pain~(ir 
pleasure. The teacher whose orbit aoel occu'ltations fie cannot 
calculate is his master and he yields. If you whip him when he 
expects to. be pardoned, to do. hi~ any good you mus~ pardon,l1im 
when he expects to be whipped. If you Gan reach him at all 'it 
is through the avenues he l'eaves unpicketed. R. -
·MAP .DRA WING. 
IN map-drawing many systems have been br.)ached ~uring the past, few years and display~d with great osten·tation in the 
geographies. Some of these have been semi-scientific and some 
fanciful if not fantastic and ludicr0us, such as the associating of 
the outlines of certain natural divisions with the forms>of ' so~e 
animals or plants, which attempt has resulted in the distaliting 
of the contour of the natural features to meet the re~uireme'nts 
of the case or the map· makers ~ngeI).ious',but cj.isolide17ed fancy . 
As a matter Qf fact and use there is bJ.lt one system of map-
. drawing. that by p0ints af latitude and' longitude. In applying, . 
this method on a small scale the difference in the l'cmgth of a 
degree of longitude in ' dilferent 'latituaes. cuts no figure, but on 
a larger scale it ' is of conSidetable importance: ta bear il~ ~ind 
the relation between latitude and longitude at diffelient-parts of 
the globe. The fC!>llQw..ing ratio is approximatel}' 'Coirict and ,.,i~ ': 
.-
" 
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laying ,out the frame of ,the map iIi Mer~iaIts ~~:plrdl';.J£~and and whl!n the operation in centals is consummated the quantity 
determining the convergence of the for~ervi\t b~~fficieiti!' ac- {llust be translated into bushels before it has any clean-cut m~ail -
curate for the purposes of the common sch.o.ol. > .. ..., ing to their minds. 
. . • • •• " L · ~4 ~ 
From the equator to 20°, no differef\t:e',."a'tr.h:·tn't!l)t1o~ng ; Certain habits of thought wear channels in the brain that cannot O· t:I>· ··.·,,·· ;. ... c fr<;lm 20° to 40° longitude, 4-5 of the latitude; from 40° to 50° be stnoothed over without great pain and much effort and time 
longitude, % of latitude; at 50°, 7'3; at 60°, Yz ; at 70°, 73; at in subsequent years. And the men objecting to the use of the' cental 
at 80°, 7i. It will -be ' o~served that the iJ.bove fractions' are are no Iil0re to blame for their conservatism than they a~e for t)1e 
'easily associated in the memory. ' From 4'5, 'by taking one skating parks on their heads, the whiteness of their nair, <or the 
frQm ' each term, % is made; from %, 7'3, and from 7'3 , furrows on their brows. ' 
:~ is made in the same manner; and finally 7i from Yz leaves Upon this p ' inciplt' religious, political, and national z'eal 8:nQ 
~, the ratio at 70°, and ,Yz of that, or 75', is the ratio at 80°. prejudice may be accounted for. To get out of the ruts Of a 
. In drawing maps by this system the prominent points sh.ould well-instilled creed is one of the most painful 'operations o~' na-
be fixed mathematically and the outline drawn from memory. ture, an'd indeed an impossibility- except in case of c~nstant 
M~p-dra:wing by copying from an atlas is not an exercise, of much reading, thinking, and collision with minds of differing or op-
value. ; posing view.;. A convert is usually despised by the ca,np which 
MORALITY, NOT RELIGION, IN THE PUB-
LIC -SCHOOLS. 
DAVID SWING and the Advance have been scolding our pub-lic schools because they po not make a greater speciality 
of the teaching of morality. The same charge coming froin Mr. 
L ,rimer, who has since b een accused of plagiarism, was fully an-
s~ver~d in the WEEKLY nea~ly a year ago. ' But granting that the 
,charge is.well·founded, which we do not grant, ,,:ha~ then? These 
' same gentlemen wl10 acc;use ,the pUblic schools of failing to per-
form their full duty in inculcating lessqns of morality would claim 
tQat morality can not be successfully taught without the vitalizing 
principl~5 of' religio~ as the so~l and the authority of the nioral 
precepts. But if religion is taught, what or which religion~ shall 
it be? _ ' ! ~ine," says... Joseph Cook; "Mine," says Father 
Scully; indeed, ) to incorporate reli,gion into the course the 
schonls would have, to' be turned over to the clergy, which is not 
praeticabie in this country, although ' It ' is bupgli!lgly done in 
Gre~t Britain. 
The fact is that all .iI}struction and discipline well rendered 
and applled is I!thical, and b~ing ethical is moral, and being 
mQrai is re ligious to all intents and purposes. Beyond- this i'l1 ~ 
ciClental ,but inevitabl~ ethical ~ccompaniment, the instruction in 
our school:; should be purely s.ecular. In this as in all other fines 
of business a tacit and apprepriate division,oflabor has taken place 
in thiS country; the p:J.ren~s are expected to attend to the bodi-
.- ' Iy 'need,S of the child" the teacher to those ,of his mind, and the 
clergymlO and SabbatIl-school teacher to tho.se of his soul. If 
the la<;t mentioned p:uties neglect their duty ~r essay to shift it 
0n the; shoulder .. of the teacher, it may be, the pupil's misfortune 
out it is not the teacher's fault. 
FOSSIL FEEJ;,ING . . 
AT 8: late meeting of the New York Produce Exchange the members tore dpwn the notices p~viding lor-the introduc-
tion into' future use ' o(the cental, and showed other emph~tic and 
undignified signs of rebellion against the innovation. This action 
resulted in a postponement of the use of the ~ental and the refer-
ence 'of the matter to an appropriate committee. What the fi~al 
aetion on the.proj:!ct ,vill be cannot now be safe4r ~redicted. 
This conduct' is not all, the outgrowt\1 of old-fogyism; nor; is it 
• J. perverse determina~iol'l. to resistimpr~v.e.ment, in which the par-
. ties obj~cting to tq.e change a~e active impug~ers of the known 
" tr}ith. This opposition involves 31 recognized: ,p-rindple of edu-
"ut-ionTOQ Ii~ir the nature ofthemina. These men, i hough buying 
~d set _ I can ~hink and speculate only in bushels, 
he deserts and applauded by the party stripe of belief he a')sumes, 
Instead of this he should be pitied by both, for his state of -mind 
is the result of a degree of harrowing, rolling, and, crossplow'ing, 
the pain of whose accomplishment is but faintly suggested in the 
agricultural figure. ~ 
The deeply rooted nature of this conservatism may oe appr:eci'c 
ated by considerating how 'ten:aciously we have-clung to the terms 
sMilingandpmn_v, notwithstanding that we have had nothing of ' 
the kind in this country fgr nearly a hundred years. And in Eu- , 
rope the adherence to old methods i!) even more ingrained ' than 
in this country. 'In the native country of the Metric ~ystem it 
had to be forced into com~on use by mean!\ of fines and penal-
'ties, which our national constitution could 'never enforce, even 
if the much-dreaded Cresarism were to become a fixed "'politic~l 
fact. In E'ngland the use of a n,ew method is like the unwind-
ing 'Of old bands of steel. Ev.en ~o simple and ~vidently useful 
a device as the bell-rope upon a train has been resisted with the 
determination that would oppose an addition of one ' to ,the 
thirty-nine articles. 
Nothing in the world show.'; the irn1Jortance of the teachin'g 
profession m~re pointedly than the principle we are discussing. 
Not hing", or at least, not much, can be done with the old r folks; l ~ 
but with the children everything. The Metric system will make 
but.little popular progress, until the older systems of weights and 
' measures are expunged from the school text-books and ''the' met- ' 
, ric units enforced by legislative authority. Even tl1en it is diffi· 
cult to determine how the use of ciur present linear measure, upon 
whi'_h are founded all the government surveys, could be conveni-
ently dispensed with. When an oli mode of operating is done 
away with, the trouble is more subjec~ive than' objective. The 
people ofEnglan~, ,after the introduction of the Gregorian New 
Style, for a generation wailed, "0 give us back our eleven days !" 
and the people of Ireland now ,keepin a certain fashion, . Ghrist-
mlS O. S., or, as they call it, "Little Christmas. ',' When a new 
custom is introduced, the b~lk of popular k~owledge on that Pllr-
tic;ular subject is wiped ouLof existeilce. If the ~esult waS m~lj ' 
an intellectual blank, the case ' would not be so bad; ~bJt -~e 
worst is ~hat it does violence to the association of ideas; roughly 
shakes up the affections, and rattlesl the roots of the heart .. 
Very little is done by the r~iesof reason even in the' highest · 
state of civilization; feeling and ha,hi:t are the great human m0, .. 
tors. People will cling to a naJl}e-after the character of (he thi~.,g; , 
to which it applies has completely changed or gone out of ex·is; 
tence. But even the-jPssH flas its use ' in 'the economy of material 
natu're, and he fossil in' feeling, if of no other value, connects 
the pre~ent wi~M-he pa!?t, as the twilight of th~ tempcrrate zones 
.~~~~~ uptness of the bursting day and tempe,rs the gloolP 
~ mg Dl~ht: , ,', '. 
,?:nD . ~ . 
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BUSINESS COLLEGES-THEIR USES AND 
ABUSES. 
PRES. THos. J. BRYANT, S' .. Joseph, Mo. 
'. 
c:)urse of lectures. on their chos~n profession was'so little known, 
and so few had duly used sUGh advantages; that ther~ 'were few 
occasions for estimati!lg their value j but as time pas~,ed and th'ey 
came in contact and measured abilities with such as duly used ' 
these advantages, and found them not only able to comprehend 
BUSINESS Colleges, .like Law school~, sprang from a long felt the old laws with marked faciiity, but also able to thoroughly 
, r ~nd. general 'necessity for special abilities, deman~ed b! ,Sl:ft the.'p;rinciples of'tKe ne\v ones, tney discovered the d<:fe:ct'9 
the increasing intricacies of commerce and the general mtelh- 'of their own former course and saw many of their companions , 
genee or'mankind. They cannot supply the place of primary, , sink into hopeless lethargy and obscurity. Those who had the , ~ 
classical, or other professional institutions, nor have all other ability and etlergy to duly meet the crisis were ' like brave men 
schools supplied the place of true Business colleges, or X}iade repairing the 'breeches of a fort tl~at was continually assailed, and 
them less necessary, except in preparing pu~ik theref?r. .. Ex- was the only protection for themselves and their families. Stlc-perie~ce has fully demc'nstrated that the li~ i ted course· of pen- ce<s cannot be attributed to defects nor to the dangers that ~ur­
manship and book-keeping as at fIrst introduced, 'to '}?'pepai'e'f rounded them, but to manly efforts which were supe~i~r thereto. 
boys,fot an apprenticeship in the counting house, and as still used Had such men been able to assume t1)e aggressive with the facil. 
i'n: the business depart~ents of literary ,institutions and some S(lI- 'ities within the r~ach' of the rIsing generation, we might have h,ad 
called , business colleges, is superficial and defective ev'en where at least an American Blackstone instead of but one Webster and ; 
it does not mislead the pupil to his permanerit 'injury. Their , one Kent. It is also true that but few of the eminent merchants i:e~chers generally are much like the dancing-mastl!r who was ' and financiers of the past were tho~ough accountants, if they had 
mason ; 'carpenter, smith,' doctor, ' and lawyer,' and did, l1 ot bb> 'any general k :;owledge of business not derived from their o\vn 
' jecti ',to l'.eadmg sermons on· Sunday, provided he got boarding practiCal experience in which ,they wi~nessed the ruin of at)easJ 
free and the members of the church would duly patronize his forty.nine fiftieths of all the traders, merchants, and financiers ' _ 
;chool. , , ' with whom they were acquainted. Notwithstanding the factthat _" " 
The science of. accounts is so intimately connected ,with com-~ they were better informed in the generai principks of )business 
nterdal la\v and is continually dependent upon other sciences ' than were their competitors, ~hey were forced to sp'end the eetter -
and ,d;part~erits of business fqr its reasons and explanations, that part of their lives in learning t~ get started. ' 
it c~nnot be successfu1ly taught as an' insulated theory, nor in Although the foundation of G~rar<L~s fortune was the ~50,ooo 
connection with such speculations a,sdisconnect the reasonings aCci'd'entally left on his ship, for which no claimant appeared, and 
and illustrations, that are essential to the due attainment of all that of Astor's was made in the fur trade with the Indians, each '. 
-practic~l branches. of them, like Longworth, ha<;l reached his thirtieth -birthday be, 
. In this course the most comprehensive and practical teacher fore he was able to save $1,000. ' 
. finds continual use for such facts and illustrations as will awaken When thes\! men had reached positions that required speci91 
the reasolling powers of pupils and remove their' unc~rtainties by abilities in which they wer~ deficient, bec.a~se not trained there-
showing the connections and appfications of facts as they arise. in, they had acquired that, practical and compr.e,her .. sive kno~vl: '~n no department of education can this be more readily or cer- edge of human nature and of the abil,ities necessary, which ena-
"'J tain1y done by lectures and recitations, than in the business bled them to make exactly the ri'ght selections, for assistan~s, Tc~U'f-5e ,. where b.ooks, courts, ~nd business hO,~ses are continually and seldom had occasion fur changing. ' , 
tQ: furnishing problems for solution. Had the exp,erience of Washington, Franklin, Adams, AstllT, : j':" If any faculty hac. the abilities to teach aU onIle sciences and Girard Stewart , Vanderbilt and other eminent bus,iness men, ' professi91ls (~s ,attempted by some) and ShOllld its pupils faith- made ;hem ene~ies of educa:ion or even the lukewarm fr iends of. f\i lly attempf to master the entire.co.urse, t.he most faithful amo,ng t~chnical schools, we might p'ossioly hope to lellr.n wisd?m irem 
,them would become only pedantic lDeffiClents. the accidents of the uneducated, and the special meditatioll!. that ': 
,
" Were we all perfect beings, the Bible and all other laws would have occasionally led to fortunate results. There ane reasons why ' 
be, useless, and there ~ould be 110 need of any science, but we , . many graduates of business colleges are little worthy of positionS 
are so far from it that n.:> man has ever become complete master that require ability. I. As in every new callil.lg or rec.ent disGov-
~ of any branch, and no faculty, has ever shown superior efficiency ery, many who are conducting sucb institutions or are the c.:hief 
" in all of the sciences. The bu~jness man who would now advise teac;hers therein (for the supposed honor of the assumed name of , j the young and inexperienced to engage in commerce, without a professor) are so very deficierit in eve,ry dep~rtment of literature thorough, practical study of the branc~es pertainiilg t~er~to, is th~~ though ab,le to execut!! a few flouri~hes that ast~nish the un.-
the brot~er of the lawyer who would adVise the ,young diSCiple of imtiated, they would gladly accept third-class certificates for a 
~ent and Blackstone to cast them'aside and lose no time in pre- country school, and are unable ' to comprehend th~ connectians 
.(C) paratory studies or 'attending lectures, but to open an office at of the most simple facts of what they regard as an itlsulated ~ollce :and stud:)' the Statute 'as tqe only essential. " specialty. And as they have had no experience i'n any business 
f"l 'It ,is' true that some eminent jurists never attended lectures on that requires ability, and could l!ot obtain such employment. on 
'~lawtbr any olher science, if it is not too true that they do not any terms, they are" often too conceited and .too indolent
J 
~~ 
' l~' the pahs of speech in the English language, and it is prob- learn. When it is a w~ll known and indisputable faet tha~ the~e 
. ' ,' tru~ that some' of them spent litt'le time in what is known as is np oth.er scierice in wh~ch the actual). pr~ctical. experi~nce ~ ~~e. 
" ; ,epa-rat>ion for "admission to the bar j" which has been th~ end teacher IS so very ~ssentl~l to t~e puplll, we m.lg.ht w0~de,r. bo\!, " 
" of I,hat:ly Brilliant anticipations, and ,the, burial' of many embryo (:>rre can -teach the s~ieric.e of accounts who nev~r cll;lsed a. c:'om~ 
'Fapeys, Marshalls,"and Mansfields. \Vhen these men whom we ' plicated set of b,ooks and ~npws nothing of Blaakf,toDe,Kell't~ '" 
love to ho!,lor. llJI juri~ts :w~re young and preparing for 'the 'bar Parson, ,or the laws of evid~nce, w~th~ut whi~h ~o, acpoul1tan't ,;' 
:wi~,h -the best lights within their reach, the utility or a special can know the vallie of his recordS. II. : rhe pupils of DU$..in~ " : 
! t ' -, . , \ ' -' 
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colleges often bear a good comparison with many who have 
graduated at the best classical, law, and medical colleges and have 
their sheep-skins in their hands but can never get the w?ol out of 
th~ir heads. A very large part of those who have attended busi-
ness colleges had been marked failures in all their former:. efforts, 
, and witnessing the easy success, of other~ they thus sought easy 
" places at high wages regardless of their 'natural abilities or ac-
quirements and habits. But it is well known that the bll'liness 
" course h'l.S placed many such on the high road to success. 
ORAL INSTRUCTION. 
SARAH C. STERLING, Three Rivers, Mich. 
MUCH is being said upon the subject of Oral Instruction in our schools. That it has many objections, we do not pre-
tend to deny, b~t we believe that it has some excellences, and in 
the hands of a skillful 'teacher, may be made, in the school-rooIl}, 
• a 'medium of great success, delight, and profit. Our objection-
~ ists say that it not successful in our common schools. We gran t ' 
this. We know it to be true, though with much regret do we ad-
mit the fact. · But why? We can answer in' a few words-be-
· cause of unskilled and unskillful teachers. The many instruc-
t tors of our little children scarce know the meaning of the term 
"oral instruction." Only a short time since, we. inquired of a 
· prirn try teacher if she taught arithmetic 0rally. Her look of 
'0 wonderment, and the objective reply, "I do not know," were, 
to m, a complete index of her intelligence up::m the subject. 
Of adequate and thoroughly professional preparation for ' 
the work, ' there is a special lack among th.e greater portion of 9ur 
common teachers. Few of these are graduates of normal schools, 
· or. even ot any school where attention is given to methods of 
teac~ing. Were they placed in the school·room without the 'im-
niprtal text-book from which to hammer out question and answer, 
the teaching of the Chinese language would be to them a far 
easier task. . t I 
i r is e~pected at the present age of civiliz~tio;' that every girl 
~ill teach i Her edu,cation is not considered finished untjl she 
has spent sever",l months in stultifying the minds of some hun-
dreds of children for which she is little aware ' that at God's 
-.. tli~9ne they \vill call her to answer. If she wish a little spend. 
· ing. money, it is a highly respectable e.nploYment. Sajd a young 
, lady t,o u, a short time since, "I want to,buy me a few things 
'this summer which father think,S too expensive, so I am going to 
'- teach the school in 'our district. The director is a friend .of Pa~s, 
and the inspector is my first cousin on my mother"s side, so I , 
feel quit~ confident that both school and certificate will be at my 
disposal." To such asp.irants a~ these,' all other avenues of labor 
are , closed. Why,? For lack .of special preparation. Upon 
what other employment c3;n these girls. enter, h\,-ving given no 
tim~, thought, or study to the work? The professional man 
_ ~Bends years and a fortune, in severe application, before he is fit-
,ted to undertake his life ~ork, ' but our sixteen· year-old girls can 
, ~each school without th'ought or care as to 'tl).eir skill or ability. 
~ " ·Eyen the dressmaker and tile milliner, mlJ,st spend a term of six 
mopths or a year before our ladies wjll trust tHeir subterfuges in 
the shape of clothing in their hands. ' But the dear little chil~ 
dren ! No matter-~ny one can teach school, and they cross, the 
/ worn steps and place their f00~ upon the teather'~ ,pedestll;l as :ig ' 
.. oj nOllant ef pedagogy as A:rabs upon tne bOqJlding desert, or a 
"" , wanderi~g s~eik. Methods of It;aehmg are to 'them an U1iknown 
s~i~nce, and its simplest truths would arouse in their minds only 
ndlCl,lle and contempt. . ' 
We. might give many reasons for this ignorance upon the part 
of our teachers. We doubt if they alone are in fault, but we will 
only fortify ourselves' by the remark that it is a well-known fact 
that the New York Ledger will receive from them a larger patron-
age than any well edited literary or educational journal. An edi-
tor recently -informed us that his paper was not patronized by the 
general class of te<J.chers-it being of too high a tone-above 
their comprehension. Under such auspices, can ii, be expected 
that so difficult a subject as oral instruction will succeed? It is 
one that 'requir,es much study, much care and tbought. A thor-
ough course of training only can make a teacher skillful in its 
practice. Even many of our normal school graduates hesitate to 
attempt its "role," and confine themselves purely to text-book 
answers and remarks. ' 
A per(ection of skill in this subject can only be attained by 
, thorongh and earnest practice in training schools and classes. 
Maxim and precept alone will not insure the desired result. Lec. 
tures upon teaching, talks upon methods, professional chairs, etc., 
mar greatly aid in securing their object, but it is the practice 
only, under the eye of criticism, and critic teachers, that will 
make successful "oral teaching." 
# We have a few, and but a few, we regret to say, good training 
schools in our land, which carry 'Out their principles effectively. 
But the public appreciation of their work is so small, and so little 
understood are its benefits to our school system, that but small 
effort is made in their direction, and our best , teachers feel that 
their work is scarcely appreciated, and never perfectly ' under-
stood by the public. 
I9WA TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. ' 
'After much careful thought I propose the following as a reme: ' 
dy: Let there be prepared a graded course of instruction, run~ ' 
ning through three years on the basis of a three weeks' session. 
Each institute couls! then be divided into three sections j those 
doing the first year's work, those doing the ,second year's work, 
,and those doing the third year's work. Let those who have ta-
ken the first year's work be carefully examined on it at its close 
by a board of exami~ers consisting of the county superintendent 
. . . , 
the conductor of the lllstitute, and a third person appointed by 
the state superintendent. In case the applicant obtains an aver-
age of 80 per cent or more on this grade, let him receive a cer-
tificate to that effect, which certificate shOill,d admit him to ,the 
second year's work in ahy county in the state. At the close of 
the second year's work: let him be examined on this as on the 
fir~t, and in. case his e~a~inati?n is satisfactory let him again re-
ceive a certificate admlttmg him to the third year's work,in an 
county in the state .. T~is thi~d year's work should complete th~ . 
common school. studies, lllcludmg a thorough course in didactics; 
and when applIcants have completed it and sustained ' a satisfac-
, tory. examina~ioq as in ~he former years let them be grante<;l pro-
fesSIonal cn"lijicates which sh~l1 be h.onored in all parts of the 
state j' the county superintendents merely indorsing them when , 
te:;t.chers move' from one county to another. These certificates 
sh0uld be p~rman~nt. as are the diplomas of doctors and lawyers. 
!here might With propnetr be a fourth year's,work in some of 
the more populous countie§, giving instruction jn a 'fewof the 
hi?lier branc'h~s, t.o wh,ich th~se who have ,passed the other' grades, 
might be admitted. In s.tartlllg such a g:raded Course the .teach-
ers would have to be classified the first year in accordance 'th 
, . ," WI 
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their scholarship . and forme'r attendance. Those now holding 
first grade certificates who have already attended three or ~ore 
former sessions of the normal institute might with propriety be 
admitted to the third year's work, those holding second grade 
certificates and who have attended three or more former sessions, 
together with those holding first grade certificates but who have 
attended only two former sessions of the institute, might be ad-
.mitted to the second year's work; all others should commence 
with the first year's work. 
This plan would I think have many advantages over the plan, 
or rather the lack of plan, now in vogue . . We would not need 
a new course of study each year as now, but a good course once 
adopt~d would last for any desired length of time. It would 
bring about uniformity in our work and would at once establish 
a uniform standard of grade among our teachers in the different 
counties of the state. There would not thenbe one standard for 
frrst grade certificates in one county and two in another. It 
would be a strong inducement for teachers to complete the course, 
since by so doing they would receive a 'groper recognition. They 
would attend more regularly than now, knowing that they must 
sustain an examination at .the close of the session on the work of 
the. grade. It would soon make teaching a profession as it 
would establish a class of professional teachers. It would mark 
out definite work for the conductors, and instead of scattering as 
they now' do, they would have a definite object in view and work 
fqr it.-Prin. 117. J. Slzoup. 
THE THREE-FOLD DEVELOPMENT. 
I1I.-THE PHYSICAL SIDE. 
SARAH E. WILTSE, Boston, Mass. 
Is there ~o danger o~ the ch~ld becoming unevenly developed 
, by th1s system which so wisely trains the moral and intellec-
tual faculties o~ the child? By no means; . for the physical plays 
have been as wisely selected as .the mental ones, and there are 
games played in tim~ to music that develop eve;y sense and mus-
cle. Arms, legs, and fingers, lungs, lips, and tongue are syste-
ma~ical1y bro.ught into exercise. There are charming games to 
wh~ch the chtldren keep time with light steps and merry voices, 
~ll1le memory, the sense of hearing, smelling, tasting, or feel-
mg, as the case may be, is developed. 
One game will serve to illustrate others: 
The children fo~m a circle within which stands a child blind-
folded; all 'march aroul?d singing: 
"Let us pace around in singing 
Till we hear him tap his stick. 
Wh~n he knocks don't keephl.m waiting; 
.slDg your answer soft and quick." 
A child now leaves the circle and stands behind the blind-folded 
one who sings: 
" Sing the ditty I am singing 
And I'll try to l7uess your name 
• q , 
. If I fall, your merry laughter 
Will not harm nor spoil the game." 
The other child responds by singing .the tune with 1)0 words 
but. la, la, la, and from the voice . the 'bli~d-folded . one guesses, 
whIch .playmate came from the circle. A .failure to guess rightly 
among ,twenty children is quite unusual, and., if anyone doubls 
, that it, co~es from the training of the ear, try it yourself with a 
party of friend~ and fi.~<l how. man y ~oices you know Without t~~ .:~ : : . 
aid of your eyes. 
To drop theories and answer the often repeated .question: , 
"How does the kindergarten training affect the child's school 
life?" the writer must speak from experience and beg pardon ' 
for using the objectionable "I." . . 
After taking .the Normal Course of Kindergarten Training, to 
Satisfy myself of the child's need of like training I taught my. 
first primary school. The children enterea at five years of age, 
although the most of them were six years, many seven and some 
even nine years ·old. They held crayons, pencils, and erasers in 
a clumsy manner, constantly dropping them. Placing the pic-
ture of a box and the word box upon the board, and giving them 
each one, I received a correct answer; they were then told that 
the picture and word meant the S'lme thing, and they were given, 
a book in which to find other pictures of the same kind, the~ 
they were asked to find the word picture, and as many pointed 
to boy and fox as to box, these words being alike to untrain~d 
eyes. Few of them knew how to count three things correctly; 
although most of them could chatter one, two, three, five, six, 
eight; here was a new difficulty, but with beans and marbles' 
they learned in ten months that one meant one thing. Like aU 
primary departments this one was overcrowded, there being but 
one teacher for sixty of these totally untrained children. Indi- ' 
vidual aid was almost impossible, yet every child needed to be 
helped to the right use of its hands and eyes. 
The next year it was my privilege to teach a class of cQildren 
of six years of age to read, those children having had just six 
months of the kindergar1en training. A simple lesson caref~lly 
pun~tuated was placed on the board, and the children asked to 
tell all they could about it. Of course they knew thos~ w:ere 
,,:ords., and they exclaimed at once that they saw little letters and 
big letters, lines from up to down and lines from right to left, 
curved lines and little rings, and so many, many ·little dots, 
some dots having tails, and indeed I never before realized the ' 
variety of forms shown upon a printed page. I was asked the 
use of the little marks which I said were nof letters: and why:a 
little "0" should be in one place and a big "0" in another, 
besides oth.er questions arising from a habit of investigation and 
analysis acquired by the use of the blocks, planer, staffs, and 
rings of the kindergarten. . Those children had also become deft 
with their fingers and used pencils and Grayons skillfully . . Their 
perceptions had been quickened, and as ' a consequence they, 
grasped a form and its meaning at once, and in three month& 
read from Shorey's Monthly Reader, giving correct inflections 
from the first, for had they not asked at once about the meanin,g 
of all those little marks that were not letters? and having myself 
composed their first lesson I had gradually brought int~ use mcist 
of the ' punctuation marks used in children's books, being asked 
with eVery unfamiliar one. '-'What is that?" and "What is it 
for? " , ' 
They were equal.1y ready in numbers, having been trained ~ 
adding and subtracting and dividing their blocks, and took great 
delight in learning 'to make pictures at numbers. 
One of these children, after nine months' in' the kindergarten, 
with an hour a day for reading and ~rithmetic during the'last ' 
three of the nine months, entered the public school, and in a 
mpnth thereafter wrote me a let fer which was perfectly legible 
and' ptoperly spe1led and pUDctuat~d . . Her par.ents and preSent 
teacher. would undoubtedly say that her nine months ,in kinder-
garten was better for her brain than t~o yeats bf tli'e Usual course 
bf s~udy in a primary departtnentt . ~ " .' 
.,.. , ~ ... Il 
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'THE -SCHOOL·-ROOM. 
WHAT SHALL WE TEACH! 
"rHIS is ,the question that seems to bother some of the peda-
. gpgues at present. At least so I infer from the articles I 
read in some of the educational journals. To appreciate my po-
sition you must know that I am Principal of the Blanktown 
graded schools, and one of the class that believe in "teaching 
made easy." I take a number of educational journals; they do 
not co.st much, and they make a good appearance, piled up on 
the teacher's desk, and always attract the eye of the .member of. 
the board, when he comes around to visit the schooi. But one 
day I happened to take up one of these journals, and .my eye fell 
. on an article on reading, and I almost read it through. I soon 
became possessed of the writer's idea of teaching reading, .and it 
was not a bad idea either; ,he did not believe in teaching read-
ing at all. He would just let the pupil take some nice little story, 
and read it for an hour or two every day. Now this suited me 
to a t, so easy, you know; nothing to do but just to let them 
read; no more bother over pronunciation and articulation and 
j!lmphasis and accentation, and other monstrosities of the kind. 
I made up my mind to read the educational journals more reg-_ 
ularly hereafter, and tood up another. I opened it at physiology 
and anatomy. The writer was decidediy in favor of teaching 
.physiolog)" but he wanted it done in a practical way. What on 
earth, he asked, wa:, the use of teaching children the names of 
bones and muscle, ? Better teach them how to use them. In-
stead of teilching a boy that some muscles are voluntary and some 
involuntary, and some striated, and some something else (I forget 
what he did call them), better put up a turning-pole and ropes 
and rings, and teach him to develop his muscle (1 made a note 
of all these, and added boxing. gloves on my own responsibility~. 
He continued, "Instead of teaching girls about incisors and 
cuspids and molars, teach them to quit biting threads and ' pins 
and 113.z1enuts. Ins'ead of teaching boys about saliva and bile 
and· pepsin, tell them to quit chewing tobacco. 'What difference 
did it .make .whether astragulus meant a die or a checkerboard, ' 
and ethnoid a sieve or a frying-pan"'?" I agreed with him, l!nd 
concluded that hereafter, insteaQ. of telling the boys about pores 
and sebaceous glands, I would tell them to go down to the river 
and go in swimming. 
I was becoming very much interested in these journals, and 
concluded to try another, and see if I had been doing ·any more 
unnecessary .work, and sure ~qough our system of spelling was a 
"relic of barbuism." Good I What a saving of work in cor-
recting compositions. Word analysis, too, was a humbug. I 
was glacl to know it, for I never could keep those ion's and ~r' s, 
and a/~' s quite strai~ht. 
Next, parsing and analysis were abused in good style, as they 
-ought to be. But the best article I found was on arithmetic. 
First, "the books were to blame for containing so much non-
sense;" and next, "the teachers ~ere t~ blame for not having 
the c,Purage to skip it." The first faultwas with the def,inilions, 
,"everybody knows what a number is, so what is the use of' de-
. fining I it ?," Next: "What is the pr·actical use of knowing 
whether a number is ab3tract or concrete?" I observed that the 
..... \. . . . 
sense, but con·trary 'to hiw; that circulating d~cimals and duo-
decimal~, alligation and equation of payments, and several other 
little tricks were nothing but mathematical curiosities. 
Having made a note of all these things, I requested the presi-
dent to call a meeting of the board. He did so, and I read them 
a paper made· up chiefly of extracts from the leading· educational 
journals of the country; I added a few embellishments of my own, 
ana dwelling with emphasis on the fact that these articles were 
written by tlie live educators of the land, req'lfsted that our 
. course of study be altered accordingly. I pointed out some of 
the advantages, and ~ven made a computation to show them that 
by making reasonable allowance for deaths, marria~es, and other 
unforseen calamities, we could turn out next year a graduating 
class of something like one hundred, or ninety-five at the least 
calculation. 
Col. Watson is president of the board. He is a banker. He 
made a very nice little speech, and said he fully approved the 
recommendations of the professor, all except the compound in-
terest part; but he thotJght we would better retain that; he con-
sidered it of very practical use. 
The next speaker was the Rev. James Barnes. He w~s decid-
edly in favor of striking OlJt of the course a large part of the 
mathematics. He considered the time thus spent was worse than 
wasted. The mathematician believed nothing unless he could 
prove it by an absolute demonstration. "Fill up your course 
with mathematics," slid he, "and you will fill up the land with 
skeptics. Besides, what practical benefit co·uid be der"ived from 
it any way? He had studied cube root twenty years ago, and had 
never found any practical application of it yet. lIe would pre-
fer that the time spent·on these impracticdble topics be devoted 
to music, resthetic culture, and moral philosophy." 
The next speaker was Dr. Rathbone. He thought "perhaps 
the mathematics and reading and grammar were somewhat over-
done; but on the subject of anatomy and physiology he begged 
to say a word or two. He did not claim to know lIluch about 
compound interest, but he did claim to kno·w something about Cl-
compound fracture. Rellizing something of ~he import'ance of 
.a practical education, he had take;n some pains to ascertain to 
what extent this sublime scienc~ was taugh.t in our schools. He 
had asked a bright lad of fourtern the other day if the gastric 
juice were an aCld or an alkali? Arid the poor child actually 
couldn't tell. And he doubted very much if more tnan one-half 
of our schohrs, if the bones of the human skeleton were place:i 
before th~m promiscuously, could arrange them in regular order, 
without recourse to their books. Therefore, he should object to 
any curtailment as far as anatomy and pbysiJlogy were con-
cerned." 
Mr. Simonds spoke next; he is the editor 'of our paper. He 
said if the gentlemen of.the board and the professor wou!:! come. 
over to his office and examine S0me of the manuscripts there, 1.le ' 
thought ~hey · would allow the spelling and grammar to be over-
·done a little. . . 
-w:ord practical occurred quite often. I liked that, and read the 
wllole article through. ,I! was pleased that the L. C. M. and G. · 
C. D. of fractions were all nonsense; that compound ilUmbers 
were a nuisance.; that a large part of the work called decimals 
was useles.<; j that compound interest wa~ not ?nly coptrary to 
Judge Connelly next took the floor. He said this mltter had 
been pretty thoroughly discmsed, but he believed he would say 
a few words, at least. He was glad that the genllemen were all' 
in favor of practical education; so was he; but the difficult ques~ 
tion with him had always been, what is practiral? He confessed 
he didn't -know, or rather, he didn't know what was not practi-
cal. He had studied most -of those topics that had been spok~il 
of as useless; and to-day, at sixty years of age, he did not feel as 
if that time had been wasted. He had been ~aught wheq a ·boy 
J' 
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that the world turned around; he couldn't say that he had ever 
had ocoasion to to use this knowledge in a so-called practical 
way j yet he thought he should teach it to his children, notwith-
·standing. It might be asked what practical difference it makes 
whether America was discovered by Columbus or some one else . . 
He couldr,'t tell, still he was glad to know the truth; and so of 
a thousand other things he might name. "In fact, gentlemen," 
said he, "in our desire to become practical, I fear we .sometimes 
overlook the objects of education , and consider only that prac-
tical which leads to wealth, or conduces to health. Wealth and 
health are th ings to .be desired, but separated from a mind well 
stored with information, and well disciplined by study, they lose 
half their charms." He had spent much' time over the spelling-
book and grammar, and he .had never found it a detriment to 
him in preparing a brief or pleading the cause of an innocent 
man. He was not aware that his knowledge of the nice distinc-
tion between ninety-ninths and hundredths had ever made it 
more difficult for him to balance the delicate scales of justice. 
He couldn't believe that ~is knowledge of the higher mathe-
matics had ever lessened his reverence for that Great Being who 
had constructed the universe with such mathematical precision: 
And. whatever might be his views of race and family, when a 
choice of words was offered him, he preferred to take one of re-
spectable parentage, and hence he favored the study of word-
analysis j .and, therefore, he suggested that our course of study 
remai~ just as it is, for the present, at least. 
Of course this neat little speech of the old-fashioned· judge 
knocked our efforts at reform into a-conp·shaped covering for 
the head (I guess those words all come of respectable parentage), 
as far as the board was concerned j but as I told you at the com-
mencement, I believe in "teaching made easy," and I concluded 
that I wouldn't make any more skeptics than I was obliged to, 
by teaching too much mathematics. And now, perhaps you 
wotild like to know how I manage it. I'll tell you; there is no 
patent on it. 
The first practical step I took was to provide myself with an 
easy chair. So every morning I go up to th.e school ·room and 
take my seat, and having once taken it I generally keep if. Of 
, course I call on the classes to recite, but my recitations are short, 
for I only ask the practical questions, and leave the scholars to 
learn the rest out of their books. ' 
Sometimes a scholar comes to me to show him how to solve 
some useless problem, or translate some bothersome line. I tell 
him it ' will be of no practical use for me to do his work, so I just 
start the problem for him, and start him for his seat. 
I rarely ever complain of being overwoT.ked j I ha~e some 
friends who do that for me, so I receive agood deal of sympathy. 
I bear it all like a martyr. 
Now, if any of you fin~ your schools getting too top-heavy, 
just try my remedy. You'll find it effectual.-The 7eadzer. 
• 
PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS. 
Supt. Gove, of Denver, Coloradol' placed a Hand-Book of the 
Public Schools in the hands of his teachers a year ago last fall, 
and requested its return to him at the end of the year, with ' 
notes and comments by the teachers~ on blank pages provided 
fO.f the purpose in the' volume. At the end of the yeat the books 
were r,eturned, though only a few contained the suggestions asked 
for. 1<.. new volume was pre,pared, containing quotations from 
the note books of the previous year. Many of thes~ notes are so 
\ 11 
suggestive and helpful that we take the liberty of giving them a 
wider circulation. 
CORPORAL PUNISHMENT.-"I think it to be good sometimes( when one can 
be sure of having the co·operation otthe parents, but I am led to believe that 
I shall never be able to know when I have that assistance. I have on ! everal 
occasions been earnestly asked by parents to apply the rod to thtir boy, they 
seeming to think that his reform depended upon personal chastisement by me. 
In two Qf the cases I yielded and· whipped the boys, each sixteen years old. 
They were truants the fqllowing two day.. The pare~ts seriously thought it 
better to remove them from school. 1 sent a note to (he father 'of one~ re~ 
minding him of his request to me, and callmg his attention to the poor sup-
'port he was giving the teacher. The'sequel seemed to indicate a loss of con-
fidence in the teacher." . 
" Corporal punishment is a delicate and serious measure in school ,manage-, 
ment, and would better, in most cases, be relegated (0 the homes." 
"I should be very glad to see the foot rests taken .out of the desks in my 
ro m. They make excellent scrapers, but seem to me to be an injury to pu-
pils in the matter of good position." 
"Use the first five minutes of a recitation for review." 
"I have practiced during the past year giving the pupils their monthly reo 
porl cards in the order of the pupil's rank in scholarship, w~th a few words of 
comment. Tae dr~ct has been to stimulate mo. t of the class to make an effort 
to improve." 
"In third grade arithmetic I think 15 minutes recitation in quick mental 
work apart from the usual recitations would give the pupil a clearer insight in' , 
the solving of practical, every day problems." 
MAP·DRAWING.-"I found this very difficult to teach in the beginning 'o,f 
the work, some of the class insisting that they could not do it. This was in-
deed true. However, I insisted on having something which we might call a 
map from each pupil, each time the task was assigned, and by encvuraging 
each one both by word. and increasing their standing . in Geography for the 
day, by what .1 considered the effvrt at map drawing worth, I ~ucceeded by 
the end of the term in getting moderately good map. from each, and very , 
good from a few." 
"I wonder if c:.orrect spelling of all words used in the seventh grade implies '. 
all geographical names. It would take some o~ my scholars ,seven years to 
learn them all." 
"Received the following note to-day. 'TEACHER :-1 am so glad to see, 
how Mary is improving. I would say to you, please give her. at much atten-, 
tion as you can and I will pay you extra, as .she is an orphan, and will 'have 
to makt! ·her own living. M~ny thanks for :your kindness. " 
" ·P. S.-If you know. of any person needs hair done up in any way, p'lease 
send them to me, as I make over and make up combings very cheap." ' . . 
.il would nOt place the text-book in Grammar in the hands of Courth·grade -
, . . 
pupils. The .teaching can bl! better done without books," 
"C~re!t:ssness should never pass unnoticed." 
"Never correct a child in anger. Never dep~ive a child of anything with-
out returning it. Never break a promise. Never overlook a fault. In all 
things set b.:fore the. chil~ an example ,~orthy of imitation." 
"Too many word. in the First Reader for the amount of reading. To fa. 
miliarize the pupil with the numbt!r 'of given words in one lesson, requires at 
ltast five times the amount of readmg matter. The extra read.ng lessons 
must be printed upon tne boa~, which IS no easy task . . To do the work in 
reading in this gra\le, there is not time for, the pupil to use the words as .they 
occur in the lesson." 
"Never pronounce a spelling lesson to a primary class in the order in which ' 
!liey have learned it." 
"Certainty of punishment is more effectual than severity." 
"Children mu.t have incentiyes that are not remote." 
"Time spent in making your school happy is never thrown away." 
"The manual says that the pupil should be 'taught to sketch all the map~ in -
(he primary geography from memory. This is too much for the average fourth 
grade pupil. I think it better to teach the sketching of each of th'e United 
States well, than to do all poorly. If tne pupils have bet:n car.:fully drilled _ 
in the sketching of the m<1ps of the United States, they are nicely preparec;l tal' 
the lifth grade work in geography." 
. "An enthusiastic teacher~an rouse a lethargic 'Class or room in a fe.w mo· 
ments, and a great exertion to overcome persona'! languor Cor a litlIe while 
can make the whole day a success il1, lessons.'" 
\:olltiAued 011 pq:e 16. 
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THE STATES. I in supervision over the linion and graded schools of the viiIages, for the 
to~nship superint~ndents, who represeIit the people, are -expected to visit the 
schools at least tWice a year. These officers should be required to visit each 
• OHIO,-The .state College Association met Monday, Tuesday, and Wednes- school at least thrice in each term, and then in some way make accessible' to 
day, Dec. 29,30,31, in the city of Columblis. The program included addresses all the patmns in each school a full and plain report of what they found in 
by Presidents Orton,.of the State University, Hinsdale, of Hiram College, the schools. The superintendents of schools in the larger cities, who do but 
Scliuyler, of Baldwin University, and Moore, of the Wesleyan Female Col _ little work in teaching, really perform valu«ble work ill supt:rvision. But the 
leg' e, Cincinnati-the latter two, respectively up'on "The Empirical and Ra. many schoo,ls betwe~n these two extremes are left to run as best they can,. the patrons havlllg but httle , knowledge of what the schools a re really dlling. 
tiona! Elements of Philosophy," and "Higher Female Education.'" Prof.. What these schools imperatively need is the assistance of a class of officers 
Andrews, of Marietta College, author of the well known "Manual of the not hitherto p,rovided for in our Michigan ,cho ,I s), stem ,- a class' who, com-
Constitution," .had the topic, "What Knowledge of the Constitution and Laws ing from among the peopl~ , and being of the people, the patrons of the 
.schools, seeing and judging from their s~a nd-point, and c lpabl e of seeing and 
of the United States should be required in order to graduation?" Prof. judging intelligently, shall be commissioned for a thorough, intelligent, and 
Soper, of the Ohio University, " The Method of Appointments in Americ~n business like inspection of these schools, and with the duty of makir.g statedly 
Faculties ;" Prof. Beech, of Marietta, "The Reflex Influence of Teaching to the people a full and plain report of what they find. 
_ upon tlie Teacher;" . ~rof. Gilman, of Antioch, "The True Relation of Secu- This paper was discussed by E. B. Fairfield of Howell. 
, lar and Religious Teaching in a College." Prof. W. H. Payne, professor of the theory and practice of teaching in the 
The Ohio Supreme Court has decided that a certain resolution of the Co- University, then read a carefully prepared paper on "The aspects of the teach-
lumbus Board of Education, revoking a previous order adopting Harpers' Ge- ing profession ." 
ograpbies for tlie public scbools of the city, is not valid, as it was not passed Prof. Payne's paper was followed by a recess, at the close of which Repre -
by a vote of three fourths of the members of the Board. The Geographies senttive GeOlge Robertson of Albion presented the following: 
therefore stand as the authorized text-books in that branch. It is said the "Resolved, that this association regard it as essential in our system of edu , 
children in the schQols there have had no books of geography in hand during cation that our legislature of 1881 so modify our school laws as to do away 
the last four months. with their objectionable features, and enact such others as shall best·subserve 
The holiday weeks were occupied in several counties with teachers' insti- the great ends desired , namely, the steady progress of our schools in all ' de-
tutes. The Guernsey County In. titute had a prosperous session Christmas partments of education, and more particularly our common schools. 
week; and the Franklin County Institute was set down for a few days' ses- ;'Resolved, That a committee be appointed by the president (of which the 
sion at Columbus New Year's week. president elect for the coming year shall be chairman) to consider and report 
Miss Anna Titus, one of the older teachers of the state, serving the almost ' at our next annual meeting what changes are desirable in our present school 
_ (for Ohio) unprecedented term of twenty-three years in the public schools of laws, to meet the wants and provide for the welfare of our state in all its 
one place, died a few days ago, after a short sickness. educational interests." Adopted: and the committee was subsequently an-
The report of the Columbus schools for the week ending December 5 in- nounced as State Supt. Gower; PeLfs. Payne, W. J. Beal, Austin ,George, J. 
dicates considerable act\vity on the part of Superintendent Stevenson and his M. B. SiJI, W. King of Olivet, and Perry of Ann Arbor., 
staff, and' also tolerable atteqtion to duty by parents and friends of the schools. Prof. Payne's paper was discussed by Profs. Bellows and Demmon. 
It is as follows: Superintendent's visits, 83; Assistant Superintendent, 39; Prof. Austin George of the State Normal School then read his paper on . 
visi!s of music teacher, 53 ; visits of drawing teacher, 40; visits of parents "The classification of graded schools." An abstract will be published in a 
and friends, 163; number registerc;d, 7, 125; average enrollment, 6,560.6 ; subsequent number of the WEEKLY. 
av.erage attendance, 6, 164,8. A message of greeting was received from the Indiana State T eachers' As-
, Prof. A. H. Welch, teacher ~f rhetoric and English literature in the Colum. sociation, then holding its 25 th annual session, and numbering 500 members, 
bus High School, has i, sued another valuable little work in his department of and responded to. 
- learning. It is entitled "Rhetorical Figures,", and is said to give the topic a An extended and vigorous discu;sion of Prof. George's paper foll:>wed, in ' 
full, lucid, and truly philosophical treatment, with abundant illustration from which Profs. Perry of Ann Arbor, and Sill of D~troit took the negative, and 
the gems of literature. . Prots. Hagle of RochestrT, and Jones of East Saginaw favored the ideas of 
Prof. Sidney H. Short, of the State University, hll\ accepted the Chair Of the paper. The discussion was closed by Prof. George. 
Physics in the· University of Denver, but wiIl not take up his new work until Prof. Z. C. Spencer, superintendent of Tecumseh public schools, read the 
the beginning of the next academic year. I : .last paper oj the session, en,titled " Literary and Professional Training of 
MICHI!¢N.-Prin. W. E. Bellows, of Saugatuck, writes that hjs schOOl 
enrollment at close of last term was 240, per cent of attendance, 93. The 
excellent order in the building and yard, with the aid of the janitor at the noon 
'recess; ,is remarked by visitors and praised by patrons. 
• Prof. Gatchell of the homee Jpathic faculty has resigned his position in the 
University, to take effect ,immediately. 
Schools at St. Clair,. under the supervision of Mr. E. V. W. Brokaw, are 
moving along.finely'. The attendance l\lst ter'V- was very much larger than 
before in several years, and the board was ohliged to open a new room and 
put in another teacher. The rooms are all full-enrollment over 460 . . A 
new system of ventilation has been adopted which works admirably. , 
The paper of R. C. Kedzie, read on Tuesday, the second day of the State 
Teachers' Association, was one of much vtial interest. An abstract of it wiIl 
b~ presente'd in these columns soon. On Wednesday, after the usual devo-
-tional exercises, Prof. De :~mon, from the committee ~ppointed at the last 
meeting of the association to recommend suitable books for ,school libraries, 
mad~ a rep~rt which wao; unanimously , adopted. The list includes 70 works 
o.f history and biography, 37 of travels, 30 .of fiction, 22 of poetry, 41 miscel-
JaneDus. The L:lnsing R~p~blican fur'nishes us with the following: ' 
W: Cary Hill, superintendent of Hlitle Creek schools, 'read a paper on 
.. Paid local committees of visitation for union and graded schools." Too 
general.ly the ~haracter of our schools is determined from within. The per-
s~nal v~ews, 'blas, or character of the teacher or principal determines for the 
h~e ~emlil' the courses and methods. The inspiration of common plans and 
pnnclples, and even approximate uniformity in results, is impossible. Th'e 
people a~ large do not know how the schools are taught. No" other public 
serv~ntS 10 the world are lefr so ab,o\utely unwatched' and unaccountable as 
, lie t~che ... of the public lI~hoolSl The distriet sehools have the advantage 
t - - , 
Teachers." . ' . 
There is an oft-repeated query, " how shall our public schools be im-
proved?" And the answer is, "by a higher literary and scientific knowledge 
and professional trail)ing for all licensed teachers." The teacher is the soul 
of the school, and when well trained in matter and method is the best in-
structor and accomplfshes the greatest results. Our school law maltes it obli-
gatory upon the teacher to have a knowledge of those subjects only in which 
he imparts daily instruction. To secure satisfactory results, such knowledge 
is entirely inadequate. The truly successful teacher has a literary culture 
that is broader and deeper. The mtroduction of a better educated teaching 
force into onr schools is the surest guarantee of the future development and 
prosperity of the, state. A more uniform and rigid system of examinations 
should be adopted. This is one of the most imperative demands of our school 
pIau. As examinations are now conducted, they are in many instances in , 
.formal and undignified. Technical instruction for all' teachers can be had 
in only one of two ways: I, by systematic study and practice under sltilI~d; 
supervision; or, 2, by experiments and discoveries. The latter plan is at-
tended with years of blunders and waste of labor before the rruth is discov- ' 
erea. The training and mstruction to be had in universities, normal schools, 
primary school~, etc., is ~at to whicb I would direct attention. England, 
Germany, Italy, and Canada have all improved their teaching force within 
the last ten Years, more than the state of Michigan. In Canada, under a law 
passed in 1871, the standard or literary and profeisiona) ~qualifications in 
teachers has been raised with wonrlerful ben '!fit to the schools. 
IOWA.-Tlu Association.-The Association met Tu~sday morning Dec. 30 
in King's Op-era House, and was called to order by Pre;ident Shoup, Presi-' 
dent Spauld~ng, of Wesle~an University, Mt. Pleasan' , conducted the devo, 
tlonal eX,~rclses . _The various committees were appointed by the presiding 
o~cer. ..:luperl,nte~dcnt J. B. Young, of Davenporti Chairman of the Com-
~\ltee on NominatIOns, :Supt. Sabin, of Clinton, of the Committee on Re;olu-
tlOns; . Prof. Tames Harlan, Curnell C':'.llegc; , on Fmance ; Prof.1-Iull, Iowa 
~o,rmal School, -o~ Enrollment ; Presitlent Brooks, Tabor College, Supt. 
:Saun,derllon, Burlmgton, and Prin<:,ipal DeArmond, Davenport, to report 
, 
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on the President's address. Prof. S. T. Boyd, Parsons College, read an abl~ 
paper, "How may the High School be strengthened and built up in popular 
favor ?" Supt. Saunderson, Burlington, led in the discussion. He was fol-
lowed by Supts. Young, Akers, Armstrong, and Hon. C. W. von Ccelln. 
In the afternoon papers were read by Supt. D. W . Lewis, Washington-
"How to get the greatest good from the public expenditures lor schools;" by 
Prin R. B. Huff, Columbus Junction,-"What are the fundamentals of an ed-
ucation;" and by Miss M. Rosecrans, Sigourney, "Individuality in the 
School· room." The papers were strong and practical. 
The following officers were then elected for the ensuing year: 
P n sidmt-Supt. R. G. Saunderson, Burlington. 
Vice Presidents-Dr. Spaulding, Mt. Pleasant; County Supt. J . D. Horn-
by, Magnoha; County Supt. W. W. Speer, Marshalltown' Miss M. A. B. 
Witter, Marion; Prin. R. S. Bingham, Marengo. ' 
Recording Secretary-Prin. L. A. Rose, Davenport. 
Treasurer-Supt. D. W. Lewis, Washington. . 
Correspotlding Secrttary-Supt. L. W. Parish, Des Moines. 
Mmzber of Executive COllllllittee for three years-County Supt. N. W. 
Boyes, Dubuque. . . 
The evening session opened with Vice Pres. Akers in the chair. Prof. H. 
K. Edson, Iowa College, read an excellent paper on "Education at Home 
and Abroad." President Shoup then delivered his inaugural address. 
"The manner of its delivery was not so wortliy of commendation as its mat-
ter," says the Independence Bulletin. Mrs. Washingt('Il, of the W . 
C. T . U., was then introduced. She made an eloquent plea for the teaching 
of temperance principles in our schools. 
The exersises of the last day were .pleasant and interesting. Dr. C. R. 
Pomeroy, of Des Moines, (late President of Kansas Normal School at Em-
poria,) was absent. but his paper on "Academic Instruction in ~Normal 
$chools; Where Begin and Where End," 'was read by Mr. A. A. Weaver, 
of Iowa Falls. A paper on the same subject by H . C. Cox, of Dexter Nor-
mal school, was read by Prof. E dridge, "the former being absent. Supt. W. 
E. Parker, of Buchanan county, read an able paper on "Examina(ions of 
Teachers." City Supt. J. W. Johnson, of Knoxville, stroncrly argued in the 
affirmative the question-" Does the Public School ' lay a go"od. Moral Foun-
dation?" Miss Bassett who was to read a paper on the subject--"Our Insti-
tute System, are its Results :Adequate to its Cost ?'~ was absent. but ~rof. J. 
.WernlI, of Le Mars! ~nd Prln. Weld, of Cresco, dlscu,sed the questIOn in a 
\'Igorous and entertalntn2: manner. "How may Education be so Directed as 
to Counteract the Tendenci~s to Insanity?" was the subject of a paper by 
Mark Ranney, 1\1. D ., Supenntendent of the Mt. Pleasant Insan~ Hospital 
and Rev. Dr. W. J. Spaulding discussed the subject in a clear and forcibl~ 
manner. . 
.Resolutions were adopted tbanking the railroads for reduced fare, the ho-
tels of Independence for reduction of rates, Messrs EI den and Parker for 
their. efforts in our behalf, to the citizens of Independence for generous hos . 
pltallty, to ll.ev. O. Clute, of Iowa City, and Dr. Ranney, of Mt. Pleasant for 
valuable lectures. The following additional resolutions were reported by the 
committee and unanimously adopted. 
WHEREAS, Our success as educators depends largely upon the intelligent 
understandmg of educational questions by the people; therefore 
Resolved, That the claims of popl!lar educatIOn upon the state rest not 
upon the good done to the individual, but upon the need of the state: that 
Ihis need recognizes no limit beyond which the state may be left at the'mer- . 
cy'.of. vo!ulltary. effort; that the state cannot afford to risk the experiment of 
a limitation which shall compel her to rely upon private enterplise for the 
preparation of those who are to be summoned to the manacrement 01 hcr 
most importallt:interests nor can she entrust those interests safely to the hands 
of those.who find the most meagre preparation in her limited schools. 
ResobJed, That we reg~rd efficiency i~ our common schools as <?f .the high-
est Importance; that the mfluence of higher over lower schools IS III the di-
rection of greater efficiency. . . 
Resolved, That an important clement in efficiency is found in a wise econ-
omy ; that all grades of schools should be so administered as to secure needed 
r<:~ults with the least outlfiY of money, provided always that suitable accom-
modations and thorough instruction. under careful supervision, be secured. 
R esolved, That we deprecate the extravagance which is sometimes stimulat-
ed' by local pride, sometimes by the vain desire to imitate older and . wealth-
ier communities, in the erection of costly edifices at the expense 01 a burden-
some debt and of its consequent poverty in th!! instructional force. 
Resolved, That this A;sociation recognizes with gratitude the liberal sup-
port accorded to our pubbc schools of all grades, and that we will endeavor 
tn profit by the criticisms, which we trust are offered in a friendly spirit· and 
that we will spare no effort to make the entire school system of the st~te as 
economical as it can be. made, with due regan~ to its highest efficiency. 
Two hundred and five. names were enrolled, this being one more thim the 
number ·enrolled last .year at Marshalltown. ' . 
. The Tr~asurer .reported that ther~ were $32.80 ,in the Treasury at 'the ope-
mng of ·thls meetmg; that the receIpts at thIS S~SSlOn were $205 and the ex-
penses $97.88, leaving a balance of $139.02 in the treasury. ' 
Much of the success of this session of the association' is due to Prof. E. R. 
E ,dridge, president of the Eastern Iowa Normal Sch<>ol at Grandview 'whose 
energy, industrYI and geniality as chairman of the executive committe~ made 
for hiin hosts <>f warm fnends. He stated briefly that owing to severe sick-
ness n.uch of his work had been entrusted to a.~sistants, and that if injustice 
bad been done anyone it was unintentional. 
Tdegrams of greeting were receivedJrom the Wisconsin State Teachers' 
Association, and book a~ent PIper, now in Misliouri. The 'proper responses 
were sent in return. . 
The closing exercise of the session was a lecture in the evening on ' ~The 
D:lCwini~n Theory of the Origin of SpeCIes," by R,ev. 03car Clut'e, of Iowa " 
City, which was attentively and enthusiastically received by a large audience. 
MINNESOTA.-No other report having been received at the office of publi-
cation, the WEEKLY presents the following, t~ken froni the Pioneer· Press : 
The devotional exercises at the opening of the proceedings of the Minne-
sota Educational Association were conducted by Rev. L. C. Barnes of ' St. -
Paul, after which was delivered the president's annual address. ' 
The reading of the minutes of the last meeting having been dispensed with" 
a recess 01 ten minutes was taken for the payment of dues, after which the 
following committees were ap~ointed: On all papers and resolutions, Messrs. 
D . L . Kiehle, of St. Cloud; B. F. Wright, of St. Paul; and O. M. Lord, of 
Winona. On nomination of officers for the ensuing. year, Messrs. Burt and 
S. S Taylor, Df St. Paul, and Prof. Hale, of the State University. Supt. H. 
A .. Pratt, of Faribault, then submitted a paper on "School Government." 
Pnn. Shepherd, of the Winona normal sC'hool, and Prin. Kiehle, of the St. 
Cloud normal school, followed, the latter deprecating corporal punishment. 
Dr. L. B. Sperry, 01 Carleton Coliege, Northfip.ld, read a paper, accompanied 
?y extemporaneous remarks, upon "The Best Methods of Teaching Hygiene 
m tbe Common Schools." After earnestly advocating the necessity for the-;. 
study, and the evil results of Ignorance of it, the professor contended ~hat a 
state professor of hygiene should be appointed. He believed that .the per-
sonal practice of the rules of hygiene by teachers themselves would have a 
powerful effect upon the minds and practices of the pupils, and he advocated 
the ig,e3. of pupils camping out in summer. In short, the gentiem.an's pre-
sentation of the subject was all eminently practical one. . 
Profs. Shepherd, of Winona, J. H. Dunn, of Mankato, and Snook, of 
Zumbrota, followed in the dIscussion. State Supt. Burt believed that tlie -
negligenct! of hygiene by teachers did' not arise from' their ignorance of the 
science, but from 'their carelessness, arid cited examples to prove it. Prof. 
Kiellie had heard it stated by a county superintendent that t~achers in his 
county seldom lasted more than four years in health. Supt. Smith of Hen-
nepin, believed that the period was longer than that. Dr. Hewit;, ' of Red 
Wing, argued that anatqmy could only be studied upon the subject, and he 
thought they were too much inclined to the demonstration of the theory' than 
to its practice. School boards are greatly to blame for the bad arranaemeht 
of buildings, and they demand tbat teachers shall teach, and not both~r their 
heads about ventilation, etc. It is not necessary to show a child how to 
breathe in order to impress upon him the necessity for fresh air. Oae boor 
can knock another down without knowing he ha, a muscle called the bicepl: 
The doctor recommended that records of the physical condition of pupils 
should be kept. He had introduced these records in the Red Wing schools 
wi,th beneficial results . The teacher and the physician should go hand in 
hand in this reform and in the gathering of vital'statistics. Dr. Sperry rather 
defended the school boarus, but considered that there should be a state: in-
structor of hygiene who might teach. all intelligibly-the scholars by day-and 
the public by night. 
The Afternoon session was largely attended. Between two and three hun. 
dred ladies and gp. ntlemen occupied seals in-the hail of representa.ives. . 
President Whitman promptly called the association to order a t two O'clock, 
and Ihe ex-ercises were opened by a selection of instrumental music, finely 
rendered by Prof. Jurka and Miss Belle HItchcock; after which Prof. E. J. 
Thompson, of the State University, wa, Introduced, and read a carefully, pre-
pared paper on public high schools. . . . 
Upon the conclusion of Prof. Thompson's interesting paper, the ·president 
announced tbat discussion upon the topic was in order, and upon motion re-
marks wert! limited to ten minutes for each speaker. 
Mr. Bryant, of St. Paul, secretary of the State high school Doard, made an 
earne, t plea for thorough organization of the whole educational system 0'[ the 
state and the entire country. He was not afraid of routine and red tape. 'fhe, 
whole fabric of educational training should consist o( a regular se~ies of suc~ 
cessive steps from the kindergarten to the university, and should be a unit 
from Maine to California. . 
Superintendent A. D. Roe, of Apton, suggested that the perfect system of, 
. orgamzalion advocated by Mr. Bryant could only be secured by' th~ sacrifice 
of individuality in tea~her and pupil. We are in danger of falling into the 
rut of mechanical routine, anej. sinking the noble office of teacher in that 0'[ 
mere task-masrer. 
Principal F. J . Hayden, of Eyota, said he highly approved of the law cre- ' 
aling the present State high school board. It had been in operat~on but a 
few years, but had already been of signal benefit. It had lifted up, united, 
consolidated the educational interesJ; of the state, and there was every reason 
to believe it would prodnce excellent re5ults in the future. It is not time yet 
to talk about ,the <langer of red tape. 
Supt. Roe said there still existed great proBability that the perfect 'scheme 
of organization insisted upon by Mr. Bryant did ' not represent the v!ews 'Of ' 
the association. A large margin must be allowed for the individuality of the 
teacher; each one must be allowed to work measurably according to bis own 
methods. _ . 
. ... ' Prof. B. F. Knerr thought the association was getting away from the sub-
ject. Though really there apptared to be present no opponents of free high 
schools. We need a Representative Riley to pitch ·into th.e high schools and ,. 
stu up opposition _ . 
INDIANA.- The State Teachers' A!llibeilition convened · in . IndianapoliS 
Dec. 29, 7 P. M. Hon. 1;'. A. HendriCKS. gave the address of welco~'i!~ 
which was replied to by]. M. Bloss of Evansville, who then introduced J. 
, , • I .. 
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T, ~eTTill tb'e president elect. In his inaug~ral address/he stated that t~ere 
bad been an increase of nearly 50 per cent m avera~e length of term smce 
1868 tbat about 4 ,000 school-hou.es had heen built in 10 years, that the school 
£und 'had increased to nearly ten million dollars, that politicians are becoml~g 
more friendly to public schools, and that more independence of teach~rs IS 
needed, more time in making statistics, more time in ~chool for the puptJ,. 15 
years is about the limit of school age; it should be. i~creased, by a.dv~nclng 
,pupils more slowly_ He was followed by Gov_ Wtl!lams, whl? said, If tbe 
teachers would do more towards teaching pupils to discern the TIght or ~rong 
of,things, he would have less call' up'on him for pardons. Teach the chl1dr~n 
.to love honesty and be honest. He 'alluded to tile primitive school-houses m 
Indiana, 
Dec. 30.- Thoroughness in School Work was exhaustively presented by 
Warren Dar-.t, principal Ladoga Normal School. He .sald, :rhe .fir; t and 
mo. t e, st ntial thing is to impress powerfully, and, if pOSSible, l;tdehbly .upon 
the mmds of pupils a correct and adequate conception of tpe great gravIty of 
human responsibility and the transcendent privileges and claims of !lfe's work 
, above every other comidelation whatev<r. The paper was discussed by PlOf. 
Ogg of New Al~any, and Prof. Thomas of Wabash. Mrs. E!"ma McRae. of 
Muncie read a paper on "Teaching as a Profession." She saId we rec.ogmze 
to ,day the great power for good the school has already hecome, y~t m the 
time to come a broader and deeper work must be done through thIS age?cy. 
There is no room in the ranks of true teachers for apologists ; we owe II to 
the profession to protest against the employment of teachers unworthy the 
llame ,in any department., The children cry to us for protection altain5t these 
intruders. In the time to come, when every teacher shall be th~ Irl.eal teac~­
er filled with a love and enthusiasm for the work, and a realtzatton of Its 
breadth and grandeur, what shall confine it to a profession? Its measure 
will be infinite. Miss Helle Fleming, of Vincennes, led in ?te discuss~on, 
making the (ollowiog points - that teacaers need more of specIal preparallon, 
that upon better preparation depend higher salaries, teachers should have 
greater respect for their profession. Dr. Reynolds of New Albany alluded 
to the respect shown the teacher's profession by Louis Agassiz who su~scribed 
himself "teacher," when he was certainly the greatest living natura!lsts; to 
tfie necessity of maintaining the County and State Associations, to the ,impor-
tance of encouraging schOOL journals, that these helps have contributed large-
ly to make (eaching a profession, Pre;;ident E E. White of Peoria insisted 
upon a more t:xtended holding of life certificates. We are moving in the 
nght way and it is to be hopt:d that teachers. will soon be exempt from the 
cominued "examination grind," . W. A. Bdl made a touchmg appeal for the 
red,Je,for youthful age in old teachers. 
The veneraDI~ S. K. H ushour was introduced. He stated that he is now 
in his seventy-seventh year, that he taught his first school sixty year;; ago, at a 
time when but ft:w of the present convention entertainfd any idea of teaching. ' 
A motiun was passed for the appointment of a commIttee to pNvide relief. 
f"r superanuated teachers, and the committee appoinled. The afternoon ses-
sion opened with a paper on "Science in Elt:menlary Schools," by S, E. 
Miller, of Michigan City, who held that it is desirable to introduce such in-
structiun in~o the lower schools, that too much time is gi ven to arithmetic and 
reading, and time could be 'spared from these for science-that the prinCI-
ples of ,cience would do mucll to lessen the use of opium, tobICCO, and rum, 
that a child should learn from a knowl~dge of cause anq effect that poison 
kIlls, tbat superstitIOn would be concentrated, that encouragement would be 
given to technical schools of art. The paper was discus.ed favorably by 
Prof. J. C. Ridpath and adversely by M. Stiler; of KnighMuwn, who, while 
agreelD2 that scientific knowlerl/ie is desirable, said that to teach Ii child sci-
t:nufi.: princtples is a very uns,i!ntific undertaking. A child may learn facts 
but he cannot comprehend priuciples, that the school time will not permit 
any additional studIes, and none now on the Erescribed list are superfluous, 
- tllat the child's mind is artistic, not scientific, tliat much time is now lost in 
tt:aching childrt:n that a cow has two eyes, that a horse has four feet. 
Mrs. Grace L evering and Mlss Aggie ~ells ;ang a duet-" MUSIC and Sister 
, SOng." Ml>s Allce E. Brown read a p'lper upon · "Wuman's place in school 
work," She spoke of Miriam as a teacher of women among the Israelites, 
of Sappho among the Greeks, of Aspasia, of' Hypatia in Alexandria, and 
showed woman's particular influence over the youuger classes, and claimed 
for her an ablilly to read characler, attention to dt:tall, and patience'. Her 
paper was discussed hy J. H ., Madden 01 Bedfo.rd, Ex-SupiS. G. W. l.loss 
and B. C. Hobb;. Mr. Hobbs said woman's greater abllily than a man who 
could work lur the same pnce is rapidly settling the question· of the employ-
ment of women, and a" in teaching so in oth.:r lhings. '. 
Evening ~eJSJon :-Prof. W. L Marshall, of Fllchburg, Mass., lectured 
upon tht: Wonders of the Geysers and C_nons of the National Park of Wy-
oming Territory, illustrating hls lecture by a series of photographs projected 
upon a ~creen by a Drummond light. Tht: views were superb and the lecturer 
interest;ng and humorous. . 
cesS in Mental Training. She alluded 'to the importance of studyi.ng the 
force element in the chara.:ters of those whom the world holds to be It< ben-
efactors to the rise of scholastic philosophy; to the efforts of LaSalle to 
counter~ct the infidel sentiments of Voltaire; to the teachings of Confucius; , 
to the Importance of having in the profession only lift! teachers; said that ID 
Germany a teacher who devotes himself to preparation for some other voca-
tion is punished as a criminal; said that teachers should so live that when 
thev are dead, children would cry in the streets. 
Miss N. Cropsey, of I ~ dianapolis, followed on the same-subj ect, and gave 
a scientific analysis of pedagogical work, showing the development of the 
mind the correlations of the different menial processes. J. R . Weathers 
read ~ beautiful poem written for the occasion ~ntitled, "Let there be light." 
Prof. J . B. Roberts, of Indianapolis,.presented a v~h!abte paper on "Optio?al 
Studies in the High Schools." He neld that the TIght of the state to furnIsh 
hicrher education than the common schools is unquestioned in the minds of 
ad~anced thinkers, tliat a clamor han been raised by sllperficialists and to 
meet this optional studies had been off~red, that they tended to looseness in 
the scbool work, that tbe curricula of higb schools should be uniform through-
out the state; if a pupil remained two year;; in the high school that it should 
be perfectly understood how muc~ advance~ent he had made in certain s~~d­
ies-if parents shol!ld attempt to mterfere wllh the regular courses of stu 'Ies, 
it would be bad for the pupils and for the schools, it would put us back at 
least twenty years in educational matters. . , ' 
W. T , Foy, of Crawfordsville. opened the discussion which was participated 
in briefly by President E. E, White and Prof. G. W. Hoss. Arter a short re-
cess Dr. Moss, president of Indiana University, delivered an ,addr~s ; on M~ral 
Training in Schools. He said manliness, sdf-control, truth, vutue, punty, 
and love should abound in the atmosphere of the school-room. •• In conclu-
sion let me impress upon you the fact that morality is not separated from the 
highest intellectual development." 
Dr. J. F. Tuttle, of Wabash College, gave a memorial address on Prof. 
Caleb Mills. -
Tilanks were tendered to all who had assisted the teachers in making their 
meeting so pleasant. ' . . . 
Prof. Jno. Cooper, of Richmond, Ind., was chosen for the !nCOnllng presI-
dent; and Mis, Annie E, H. L~mon. of Spencer, was contmuc &! as secre· 
tary; L. P. Harian, chairman Executive Committee. . . . 
The executive committee in charge of. matters for thiS meeting certamly de-
serve great credit for the very comple\e arra~gements made for tbe associa-
tion in the way of speakers and place of meetlOg. 
THE INDIANA COLLEGE AssocrATION 
Held its second annual meeting at 'Indianapolis pec. 26, 27. This Associa-
tion was organized in 1877 and was designed to be supplemeritary to the 
State Teachers' A<sociation, and by constil ution holds ' its mt'eting' the day 
before that of the State Teacher;;' A,sociation. 
The subject of degrees was discussed in papers by President Stott of Frank-
lin Cullege, Prof. B!nton of Butler, and President Martin of A;bury.Pres. 
Stott enumerated more than forty different degrees that are conferred by char-
tered educational in.titutions in the U. S. The evils and abme;; of the system 
of conferring degrees, especially honorary degrees was forcibly presented and 
the practicability and desirability 'of uniformity in the matter, at least within 
the state, was urged. The praclical suggestions of the leading paper v:ere 
referred to a committe with instructions to report at some subsequent meel1ng. 
The paper of President Joseph Moore of Earlham College, on " Comp~ra­
tive Playfulne;s," excited a good deal of cunosity as to what it could po~slbly 
be about. It proved to be a very interesting and ~omewhat humornus -dts~us­
sion of the spirit of playfulness as manifested in the movement. of the varIOUS 
classes of the animal kingdom from the polyp up to man. The conclusio? 
s~emed to be that playfulness is in direct ratio to the rank of each c1. ss of am-
imals in the scale of development, and that wht:n man is freed from bondage 
to the wants of his low.er nature and should becom., developed and perfectl!d 
into the highest manifestation of which his nature is capable, be would expe-
nence such joy in the exercise of his powers that his work would be play and 
play work, and there would be no distinction as now between action (or an 
end and action as an end. 
Some interesting comparative physiological data for the discu, slOn of the 
subject were furnished by Prof. Baker of Asbury. President Tuttle of \Yabash 
didn't see exactly how he was to be helpeJ. in hIS work as a teacher by this 
discussion but he protested against placing the oyster so low down in the 
scale of playfulness; he considered him as playing a most imporJant part in 
modern social life. 
The annual address of Pre~ident Moss in the evening was a very clear and 
scholarly presentation of the relation 'of the American College to society in 
its various points of contact. - . 
Dec. jl.-The br.t paper this morning was by A. D. Mohler of Lagrange, 
on the LJefect;> in our :::;~hool :System. He deplored tpe want of Unttormlty 
10 length of school-telm, in text-books, thought the texl-books should be fur-
ni.ht:u Dy the state, thought drawing should be introduced into the schpols as 
a branch of study, that the teacher should have a larger tenure 01 office than 
one ~enl:l, tht: institute" should have more Illonty tbat they COUld secure the 
best l.lstructors.. A. C. G~dwin of Clark Co., and R.1. Hamilton of Madi- ' 
,son, discussed the paper. Mr. Goodwin thought the examina\1ons only showed 
a tcst 01 sCholarshIp; the lime of a leacher's employme,nt and his salary 
shuuld be determined by his ability to teach and pre;;erve good order, that 
when a good tt:acher is found hIS stay should be dependent upon himself rather 
- than upon those who_ know but little of school work. 
President White of Purdue was to present a paper on Differentiation in Higb-
er Education. He failed, however, to appear, and a paper upon the subj : ct was 
presented by P.resident Tuttle and discussed by the association, a large numller . 
of }Vhom paniclpated. This theme proved to be far the mo, t intert:sting and 
fruilful 01 tpe meenng. The almost unanimous opinion of the members Seem-
ed to be that the cullege of the fathers, modified and moulded somewhat by 
moden~ public opinion, was sull the kind of institution to meet the popular 
want for higher education, and that special schools need be comparatively 
few in qumher, and that these few would find their appropriate and best mao 
terial in ~tudents who had already received the wider and more miscellane-
ous training of the college. , 
, The officers for the ensuing year are Prof_ A. R. Benton, of BUller Univer- , 
sity, President; Dr. Stott, of Franklin, Vice President; Prof. J. C._RI,!ipath, 
of A bury, Secretary; and Joseph Moore, of Earlham, Treasurer. 
" Mrs. M. M. Lindley of New Albany read a paper on the Elements .of Suc- The ploceedmgs are to be published in full in pamphlet form. 
/ 
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WlsCONsIN:-In Pierce county, 59 districts purchase books 'directly from 
the publishers, 40 sell to pupils. and J9 loan them. 
There were eight lady candidates for county superintendent at the late 
election, four of whom were elected. 
gift of the higb school. The affair was e~tered into with e~thusiasm by all 
and was a. complete success. 
A county teachers' institute was held at Taylorville, Christian county, Dec. 
26,27, under the supervision of Co. Supt. Orr. Over one hundred teachers 
were \n attendance. S:ate Supt. Slade was present and lectured on the eve· 
ining of the 26th. 
A county teachers' institute was held at Briilgeport, Lawrence county, Jan. 
Wendell ·A. Ander.on, M. D., \Vm. R. Sill, and S. S. Burton, were reo 
cently elected member. of the school board of L3. Crosse. At their organi-
zation, Jan. 5, they elected J. J. Fruit superintendent of the city schools at a 
salary of $800. 
The first school established in Bristol, Kenosha county, was started in J839 
by Sereno S. Fowler, and his wife, who still survive. him. It w:\s a private 
enterprise and gave a start to some of the leadi rtg men of \Valworth and R3.· 
cine counties as well as of Lake and McHenry counties, Ill. 
J, 2, and 3. There were about filty teachers present. C). Supt. Cox was in 
. charge, assisted by Prof. Frew, of Vmcenne3, Ind., and Prof. Brownlee of 
Carbondale. S:ate Sllpt. Slade visited the institute one day and lectured on 
Friday evening. 
In S~pt. Isham's final n 1tes in the W~/wortk Cou"ty Itrrltpmdmt we find 
the fllllowing which shows a decided bl d result of the recent text·book del-
uge: 
"Probably never in the bistQryof the sch101s of W.llworth county was there 
such a general intermil{ture and conglomeration in the kinds of text books 
u;ed. In many l oc~ll ties not two schools use I he same class of books, and 
often classes in the same school are working in two or three different series of 
readers. Fortunate is that district which, having a good series of text· books 
in lise, has 'let well enough alone.' " 
The following is also from the same source: 
"The duti!s of the Superintendent's office will ever demand of the incum· 
bent a great llm)unt of p~tient. earnest, ullo.tentatiou, work; his motives 
may of len he lOi -judged and hi; mo,t self-denying eff.>rts may_go unappre· 
ciated, but the path 01 duty is ever plain." 
It will doubtless serve as both a guide and warning to his successor. 
The fo:Iowing is from the Layfayette Items in the Walwortk Count) Indt· 
pmdmt,' 
"Ollr school will be suspended 'hree days this week-Tuesday, Wednesday, 
and Thursday-on account of the ab.ence of our tc:acher, M. P. Bishop, su-
pervisor, at Elkhorn." 
Mr. B. Cln't be a typical school-ma.ster, in fact he must be very unlike the 
conventional party of that profession, fer he was made Chairman of the Coun. 
ty Bllard. Perhaps we may as well Qut with it, that \Visconsin has a good 
many school·masters who ,are competent and reliable mm first, andptdagogs 
afterward.. Some day we trust th'lot the idea that school men are necessariiy 
imbeciles in affairo, will be rooted out of the public mind, but we who seek 
to prove it must expect to p3.y the price cof martyrdom in some way. 
We have received from the State Superintendent a "Circular on tbe Free 
High Schools of WIsconsin, with C.> mments on the Higb Scbool L3.w." It 
is timely and valuable and is issued in answer to the repeated calls upon the 
Superintendent for information. It is a pamphlet of 23 pages, and the sub-
headings are as; f ... llows: - I. History of the Legislation. 2. Schools Estab. 
lished under tbe L1W. 3. Leading Pllrposes for which the Law was Enacted. 
4. Valuable Testimony to the Worth of the. e Schools. 5. Standard of Ad. 
lOi;sion. 6. The Course of Study. 7. The Free High School Law now in 
Force. It deserves the widest possible circulation and we hope the press of 
the state will publish !tberal extracts from its interesting pages. 
Ripon is dIstracted over the question of consolidating her two school dis. 
tricts and establishing a real high school. According to Tk~ Fru PUS! there 
was a good d~al of unworthy blustering and filibustering at a recent meeting 
and an amount of discourtesy (a very soft word) shown the State Superintend-
ent, who was present by invitation, that wa,s disgraceful to tbe last degree. 
However, after the mob had retired the reputable citizens took hold and held 
a meeting that favored .the move. It was noticeable that such mel~ as Pres. 
Merrell and Pfllf. Gerry were strong in favur of improving the high school 
facilities. How long before we shall hear the last about the opposition of 
, private school men to the public high scbools? 
ILLINOIS.-Whittier·s birthda.y was ob3erved in the Macomb High School 
on Wednesday, D~c. J7 th. The room was appropriately d'ecorated with mot-
toes, a portrait of the p:>et, and II ,wering plants. The pr~gram of ex~rcises 
c.)nsisted of mu;ic, a biographical sketch. recitations and readings from Snow 
B mnd, Tent on the Beach, V"ice. of }<'reedom, and other 'poems, and re_ ' 
sponses by members of tbe school with quotations from Whittier's works. 
Upon previous request:lhe poet himself had contributed the following senti-
ment, which,added much to the interest of this palt of the program: 
"Sweetu than any song, 
My songs that found no tongue; 
N"bler than any fact, 
My wish tha. faded of act." 
, 'Fhe hour was closed by the presentation, with a ' neat speech, of a hand-
some volume of ~Vhittier's complete p~etical works, to the school ~braJY, Il 
Mr. Stocks, in his leaving Sullivan has evidently given place to a worthy 
successor. We are glad to know that the State Teachers' A,sociation still has 
a representative from Moultrie county. We make this item howe~er, espe-
cially to commend Mr. Cokenower's muscular pedagogy in manflllly meeting 
a street assault made by one of tlie town bullies who had meditated punishing 
tbe school ·master. The community will doubtless applaud his pluck, however 
unfortunate they ma.y regard the occasion which called for its display. 
Pouf. P. Roos, formerly 'instructor in Art and Designing at the State Uni. 
versity, Champaign, returned at the beginning of this term to the same posi-
tion. A tuition fee will be charged in his department to all except those tak-
ing the study in regular courses. 
Ottawa Town3bip high school m'wed into its new building at the begin.' 
ning of January. The trustees have prohibited prayer and scripture read(ng 
at the opening of the daily sessions. We are sorry to learn that there is ' con. 
siderable wrangling about the matter. ' 
Clay County Teachers' A,sociation meets the third Saturday of each month. 
The attendance is well sustained. Co. Supt. Smith is not authorized by the 
board to visit more than about half the schools, but he makes hi. fe:w visits as 
effective as pos~ible by givmg an evening lecture to the public and doing what 
else he can to awaken an interest in education. 
Ford County seem~ to have a livelj educational interest. Ollr exchanges . , 
from that locality are full of scho:}l news. The teachers i I all parts of th~ . 
county seem wide awake to business. 
W dPt110, D~ Witt Co:' had a successful school entertainment and purchased 
a clock for each school-room. The board ought to appropri~te for the clocks 
and let the school use its fund for library ur some: such purpose. 
The Annual Contest. of the literary societies of the Illinois S~ate Normal 
University occured at Normal Hall Dec. 23. The ~ontestants on the part or' 
the Wri'ghtonians were:: Debate, Rudolpb R. Reeder atld J ames W. Adams; 
Instrumental MUSIC, Chas. D. Lufkin; Paper; B~lh S. Foord and MolY Hew;' 
ett; Vocal Music, E;mma B.>okwaller; Oration, John H . Tear. The Phila-
delphian Society was repr!!sented as follows: Debate, W . H. ChamBerlin 
and Austin C. R ishel; Instru!Dental M'usic, David N. Hill; Paper" Lida Kel-
lyand Elizabeth Glanville; V veal MliSic, Vzzie K. Harned; Oration, Jesse. 
,F. Hannah. The question debated was, "Resolved, Th;it Gen. Grant should". 
not be ele.:ted President in 1880. The Philaddphians. took ground against 
Grant's reel<!ction, tbe \VClghtonians favored. The award of success W .lS 
. given to the Pailadelphians in every exercise except the paper. The judges of 
music were Mr. G~o. Crawford,- Pcof. Frank Mueller, a'nd 'Miss Ida Tones . . 
The juclges 01 the other exercises were Hon. JalJle. P. S:ade, Gen •. Jno. Mc. 
Nuha, an~ Gen. Ira J. Bloomfield. The contest lasted ti'! near midnight, yet 
the audience remained patient, the meeting b~lDg one of the most interesting. 
ever held in the. university. -' 
FIWJf CALiFORNIA. 
To th~ Editors 01 tlu Wetkly,' , 
Cahfornia IS as.1arge as ever. And the time is not far distant when she 
will care as httle for the rest of. the world a,s the rest of the world cares for · 
her. . \ , 
The waves and ~rea~ers of m,atrimony have been socon~tantly s~rging th!'ot 
her school populauon IS larger to.day than ever before. From the hIstoric 
lava beds of Modoc,county in the northeastern corner of the state, wes~ to ~he 
rough Pacific; thence southward fulrten deg'rees uf latitude nre dispersed just 
1,999 schoul districts . . These'contain 216,404' censti,; children (between live 
and .t:venteen years)-If none have r~n awJ.Y 5IDCe the long c.)lumns were 
added. 01 the:,e 216,404 school children 1,084 are. Indian, and J 271. bo~t 
of n~gro ' blood. To man these districts requires 3,453 teacher~,' 'uf whom 
J,236 are male, and 2,217 fem!1te. Tb.er~ are scauered oveD t,he vast 
state: between 3;000 and 4,ooq teach(;r:5 oilt of employment ft:Tvently praying 
fur.t~e bachelu~ who are: now teaching to stri~e a "bonanza,'l: an..d patienwy , 
waltmg for the maids to lall out of the proft:sslon by.. tilarry~ng. 
. The liu~ber of. districlS'having less t~an six ~onths ,school during the year 
IS on)y th~rty, whlle,lhe average number of mO~lho; sclioc;>l~ were maintain,ed 
for all (h'e scbools of the sta~e IS 7.45. The average !l'0nthly: &&larl paid to 
female teachers is $66.37. The average salary paid to ~ales is $8~.I3 per 
month. 600 o( the teachcrs now employed are graduates of normal schools. 
There are in round numbers' 87 ,O;)() children under five years of age, so that 
the crop of ignorance is to be continued. , 
The city of San Francisco alone has a school population of 58,104, em-
ploying 696 teachers.-79 males and 617 females. The average ~onthly sal-
ary paid to males is $124, and females $82. The lowest salary IS $55 ,per 
month and the highest is $J33Jtf. The newly elected Board of Education 
have rt:duced the salaries of all teachers but principals and vice principals, 
about ten per ce'nt, and have ob,liged certain principles heretorore rel~eved of 
class work to teach one class of their respective schools. ThIs applIes par-
ticularly to principals of prima'ry schools containing twelve classes and un?~r. ' 
This (Sonoma) COUJlty, the southeastern cornerlying but twenty-five mIles 
north of San Francisco city, touched by San Fr;mcisco bay; bounded on .the 
west by sixty miles of the Pacific ocean; with an area a little larger than the ' 
commonwealth of Rhode Island; containing some of the fin~s t Redwood 
forests on the coast; boasting the largest geysers in the state; dlv~r51fied by 
mountains, plains, :lnd rivers; possessing a climate. u~~urpassed; .Intersected 
hy three railroads, with numerous other natural cun051t1es and eVIdences of 
civihZltion, 'is an attractive spot for the settler, an~ th~ teacher's elysiu~. 
And, we find, ~y the State Superintendent's latest BIennIal . Report, that thIS 
county ranks third in the number of teachers employed, bemg surpassed only 
by S:1o F rancisc() and Alameda counties, in' which counties are situated the 
metropolitan cities of San Francisco and Oakland respectively. One hundred 
and tw~lve school houses, many 6/ which are fine architectural structures, 
adorn the hill. and valleys of this county, and one hundred and fifty teach-
H',-49 males and 101 females,-reap. the annual crop of $80,000 wages. 
' rhe average salary paid to males is $77.50 per month of twenty days; to fe-
males $58.25. Twelve schools were in se.sion just six months during the 
last year; not one district in the whole county maintained school less than six 
mon' hs, while sixty.two schools were in running order over eight months. 
. The highest salary paid is $1,500 a year. The superintendent receives $1,600 
and is one of the nine members of tbe State Board of Education. The total 
~mberof children under 17 years of age is 10,500,-7,500' between 5 and 
IT years. The. retiring superintendent, Hon. E . W. Davis, an alumnus of 
~ the University of California, is the prince of good fellows and the peer of 
anv in his profession. 
The third, (third under the new regulations) annual session of the Califor-
nia !State Teachers' Association has just closed its meetings in Lincoln Hall, 
S"n Francisco. Having no coin to spare for the occasion, I remained sillty-
fi"e miles from ·the "feas! of reason," etc., and speculated on the winter fights 
which 'ha e now fully set in. From reports of attendants, and from news-
paper accounts of the proceedings, I judge that at least the average intelli-
gc:nce of -the state, if not the average weal!p, was represented, and that the 
performances were pat u;ce/lmCl!. . 
In conclusion, allow me to emphasize, in italics or large capitals, that Cal-
ifornia is' over-run with teachers. There will be no necessity of any impor. 
tation, nor need any new candidates be granted certificates for the . next five 
years. From half a dozen to a full dozen applicants importune every board 
of tr-ustees in the country, with credentials and recommendations stuffing 
"a,:h pocke.t, and numerous blue:ribbo:led certificates of graduation, etc., pro· 
auding from under their arms. 
, There were twenty·seven applications for the position vacated by the newly 
elected superintendent at Healdsburg, Sonoma county. The newspapers 
• have it that tpe board. at Truckee, Nevada county, haye gone crazy-cause,the 
m!lltitudinous applications sent in for t.he two ~acant positions in their scbool. 
- . -JAMES FAULKNER, 
" Prin. Grammar School. 
BODEGA, CAL., Jan. I, 1880. 
FROM OUR SUBSCRIBERS. 
Harper's MaJ{azine for January contains an mteresting article on '!Compu!. 
sory Education in Brooklyn_" It leaves the impression that these truant-
. _ children are not really bad, very many are indeed g,)od, :,-nd clever in the 
" English sense 01 the word, but they hu'e an excess of animal spirits, a great 
love of sport, probably a natural distaste for' work, and their hom~ surround-
ings are anythini; but what they should be, The teacher of Attendance School 
. -No, :z i,; represented as saying "Ab, if we could but instruct the parents." 
, Tnat is impossiule for the parents of these children, but the good man who 
rnles this school so wisely ii lay .ng a foundation for the ntlxt generation to 
\' 
- build on, that shall be strong and enduring. The influence of his work is not 
to be estimated. When once the neglected waif. are gathered in, and taught ' 
. the ~alue of regular work, the pleasure of even the rudiments of eliucation, a 
great g<lod has been accomplished. 
Let them once see how infinitely better is the right way, their dormant en· 
ergies be aroused, and the race will hav'e taken a long stride ·forward. 
Co:npulsory laws are necessary, but it is still more necessary to enforce 
I~~ \ 
Tha writer of the amcle mer,tioned Jiery amusingly recountS a visit to At-
.te .dance Schools No's. I and 2, a~d the Truant Home • . He aaYI these 
Attendance Schools have been so efficient an ,instrument in aiding the en. 
tvs;~em.:nt of the 1& w that perm~nent buildinas. ~e SOOn to be erceted Cot 
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their ·accommodation. His· acc()unt of the Truant Home would not mspire 
any boy to become an inmate of that institution, but there must be some such 
refuge if compulsory education eVer becomes a success. 
We hope that other cities will recognize the necessity of some system sim-
ilar to tha~ practiced in Brooklyn, anil parents will be made to feel the neces-
sity of doing something be,ides feed and clothe their children, or drive tbem 
upon the streets to be "out of the way." Now AND THEN. 
In' THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY of Nov. 27, page :286, under the head of 
"Physical Ge,)graphy," in the questions for State Certificates in Illinois, the 
question is found, "Gtve clea~y as many reasons as you can for believing 
that the earth is a sphere," which in ~physical geography is reasonably ar.d 
physically impossible, for the oblate earth is equivalent to the terrestrial sphe. 
roid, which form of body will not permit the disturb'lnces incident to gravity. 
In the same intellectual cloud ba.nk the Regents of the University of the sta.te 
of New York dwell, and they ask, "585, Give three proof. that the earth is 
'spherical. " 
Our geographie; are without exception vitiated by the word "hemisphere," 
which. used with reference to the earth involves a mistake of not less than 13 
miles.-Rev. Wm. Isaac Loomis, Martindale Depot, N. Y. 
The sum of the atoms of the earth and its atmosphere are perpetually urged 
by the motive force. rising from the axial rotation and orbital revolution~ 
Hence the earth and its atmosphere revolve round the sun in compound cir-
cular and curve line motions. The same must be true of all bodies of every 
kind ,moving in ~he doubly.moving atmosphere of the doubly-moving earth, 
and they move in compound circular and curve line motions. 
In the apparent and real but unseen motions of a falling body, true philos_ 
ophy explains the difference, for in the time of one second (if at the equator) 
a body appears to fall ab:lUt sixteen feet, but it is really carried 506 yards by 
the axial rotation, and it is carried I8! miles by the orbital revolution. With 
respect to the apparent right line fall of a body, Newton assumed this optical 
illusion to be a real motion du,e to gravity, and hence: His weight, mass, and 
attraction were deduced from an optical illusion, and the Philosophy of Na-
ture is Anti-Newt?nian.-Rev. Wm. Isaacs Loomis, Martindale Depot, Col. 
Co., N. Y. . 
THE PRESS. 
MORAL INSTRUCT ION IN OUR SCHOOLS. 
The experience of each dayin the management of our public schools serves 
only to deepen the conviction that their efficiency is crippled and their highest 
usefulness greatly restrained by their omission to gi.ve proper attention to the 
morals, 'manners, and general behavior of their pupils. The good name of the 
schools, the welfare of the children, and the good order of the community 
alike demand that this department of instrnction should be elevated to Its full 
rank in the administration of the system. We hear much said about the lack 
of moral instruction in. our schools, and the same tongues wax eloquent fre. 
quently in their glorification of so-called "scholarship" as the chief end of ed-
ucation, without 'offering a single practical suggestion as to how we are to teach 
morals and manners. When the boast is made that all the elements of excel-
lence except scholarship have been excluded from the estimate of our school 
work it is 'time for all thoughtful men to pause and reflect. Scholarship, when 
genuine, is good; but character is better. No school ever yet made a great 
scholar. That is the wl)rk of a life time of self-application. But schools can 
do,mucb toward laying the foundations of a noble, useful, virtuous character, 
and that should be their supreme aim.-Supt. Wm. F. Phelps, Winona, 
Mim •• 
THE DANGERS THAT BESET OUR SCHOOLS. 
These are, I think, more imaginary than real. If there is anyone secular 
institution dear,!:r to the heart of the American people than any other it is their 
common schools, and if there is anyone state in which this feeling is more 
strong than in any other, it is Iowa. There may be honest differences of 
opinion . among us in regard to' such qu.estions as the legitimate range of high 
school studies, the most efficient system of supervision, the use of the Bible in . 
the schools, etc., b'ut upon the main question there is great unanimity of 
feeling. It is to be regretted that certain politicians out of mistaken friend-
ship for the cause have attempted to make the school question a political is. 
su~. . An~ ~ttempt to d~a~ our common schools in to:' the:: arena. of ; political 
'.trife 11 an attempt to dlVlde the sympathy of the people :in thei~ behalf, and 
,. 
~ . I . 
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the politician or the party that does this does not c:msult their highest good. 
They need to be protected from their friends, but lh ,'y have little to "fear from 
their enemies. 
Once upon a time there was a certain pugnaciuu, goat cropping .gra,ss b~-' 
side the railr Jad track, and wasting his fragrance in the most approved fash-
lon, when the lightning express came sweeping gracefully around the curve 
in front of him. Here was an enemy worthy of his th·ck·headedness, and In 
an instant he was planted squarely on the track; expecting to win great glory. 
The section hands gathered up what fragment, they could. find the next 
morning and buried them in the ditch. This fahle teaches that it is extremly 
dangerous for anyone, no matte~ how thick his skull may be, to set himself in 
the way of that which has great inertia. 
'1 he school system of Iowa moves onward with .a hundred times the mo-
mentum of the fastest moving express, and any politician who may contem-
plate setting himself in its way, no matter how strong he may. feel himself to 
be, will do well to profit by this tale.-W: 7. Shoup, DubJiqu~, Ia. 
THE LIBRARY. 
NEW BOOKS RECEIVED. 
Mechanics. By Robert Stawell Ball, LL.D., F. R. S., Andrews Professor of 
Astronomy in the University of Dublin, Royal Astronomer ofIreland. New 
. ~ York: Henry Holt & Co. 1879. 
This is one of the series of "Handbooks for Students and Gen-
eral Readers" which this house is publishing. They are intended 
as text-books both for schools and for adult readers who wish to 
review or expand their knowledge. It i, a grade intermediate 
between the primers of science a~d those larger works which dis-
cuss subjects more in detail. Although 'the treatment of each 
subject is strictly elementary, the fundamental facts are discussed 
very fully. Dr. Ball follows Delaunay's methods of teaching, 
Mechanics; his work is well illustrated and topically arranged, 
and from its convenient size and careful collocation seems to be 
indeed a "handy volume.'! 
FirJt Book in Qualitative Chemistry. By Albert n. Prescott of the Uni- er-
sity of Micbigan. New York: D. Van Nostrand. $1.25 . 
4lthough it is now conceded that ch~mistry must be studied 
in the laboratory, ~o become part of a s~udent'.s knowledge, a 
text · book is agreat'assistant, and Professor Prescott's work is ex-
ceptionally good. II it were intended as a book for the library, 
we should say that its binding and print are not up to the average 
standard, but as a text-book, it fills its place very well. Those 
who are teaching or studying the subject of c11emistry will find 
this volume a valuable adjunct to their work. 
REPOTS AND PAMPHLETS RECEIVE/). 
The Geological and Natural History Survey of M nnesota. Tht! Sevl'nt~ 
Annual Report. For the year 1878. N. H . Winchell, Statt! Geologi, t, M n· 
neapolis, Minn . 
A Plea for the English Demotic Alphabet, by C. \Y . Knudsen. Printt-d in 
Pronouncing Orthography. May be had by addressing the author, S, uth Nor· 
walk, Conn. 
The Track of the Lion in the United States. Chic~g<): Birney H \11 d & 
eo., Publishers, 11l79. . 
Proceedings of the Teachers' Institute of Crawfor I County, Pa. Twenty-
ninth Session: Oct. 20, 1879. C. F. Chamberlain, County Superintelldent. 
Fourth Annual Report 01 the Board of Education of the City of Yallk'"n, 
Dakota Territory, for the year .ending August 31, 1879. Wm. M .B'isll .lI , 
Secretary. 
Indianapolis Public Schools. Eighteenth Annual RepOrt, f0r the year eriJ 
ng June 30, 1879. Indianapolis, Ind. H. S. Tarbell, Superj·ntendent. 
Eighth Biennial Report of the Superintendent of Pilblic In,truction 0 :" th' 
state of California, for the school years of 11178 and 1879. Ezra S. Carr, Su 
perin ten dent of Public Instruction . 
-A Geography recitation in Nevada ~ust be interesti~g. Just imagine. a 
school boy standing up and gravely rattlmg off U:e fol'lowmg before a commit· 
tee of the Board of Education: "Buttermilk canyon is in ·the Paradise Moun· 
tains, northwest from ~den, about ten miles from Go,uge-eye. on ' the road 
leading 'from Limburger to Whoop·'em-up, by the way 01 B~lI Town. Lay..'em 
out, and Hungry, and-just over the mountains from Bung-eye and, KnOi..K·'em 
stiff." 
15' 
PUBLISHERS' NO rES. 
- Take a D. K. and be O. K. See adverti~'ement neit week. 
-Our edition of Jan. 8 i.s already exhausted. F "r each copy returned in 
goog. condition before Jan. 25 we will extend your subscription gne week. 
-Let those whose subscription expires with N0. I46 renew atonce, so that 
their names will not he dropped frum our list. This will save us a gr~at deal 
of trouble,.as there are very many of them. 
-One hundred· cop~es ~f ' W;dgwood's Topical Analysis were sent to Clme· 
and Caraway., of Perrysville, Ind., last Saturday, also fifty copies of Grub~'s 
Method to J. Q. Button & Co., of Terre Haute, for the State Normal School 
at that place. 
THE WORLD. 
-Indian Commissioner Hayt is to beinv~stigated. 
-Gen. Grant is traveling pleasantly through Flonda. 
-The death of Bismark is seriously apprehended at an early day. 
-The Western Union Telegraph Company will urge upOIl Congress the 
same inviolability' of telegrams as attaches to mail matter. 
-There is said to be a'prospect of the success of Representative Townsend's _ 
bill to abolish all first and second-class foreign mi~ions and reduce our dipll>'. 
matic officers to consulates and inferior agents . 
-The Maine imbroglio continues. The arms were removed from' the State 
House, and rifles found loaded with ball cartridges. President Lamson, 01 
the Senate has assumed the duties of Governor, and the Republrcans have~or. 
ganized the Legi, lature. The lusionists assert tbat they will not respect the 
dccision of the COllrt, and that the matter cannot now be settled without .a 
trial of military str"ngth. General Chamberlain refuses to recognize Lamson 
as governor, and tbe condition of affair~ p,resents a very serious aspect as we 
go to rress. 
- The N,ational Board of Health recommends the establishment of quara~­
tine statlons at B ,ston, N'ew York, Charleston, Philadelphia, near the mouth 
of Chesapeake Bay. Savannah, near Brunswick or Fernandina .• at sO.me point 
011 the Texas coast, and near Ship Island; also the establishment of steamboat 
inspec:ion stations at New Orleans, Vicksburg, Memphis, and Cairo" , 
-The ill feeling between Germanyand RUSSia continues. The Czar .was • 
questioned by Austri.'l and Germany as to his intentio~s in concentra\!ng • 
troops in P"land, and his reply is that as there is no longer any danger of a 
collision with T~rkey the regiments hitherto stationed'in the Crimea and J3es-
sarabia a~e merely withdrawn to l'oland as a mor~ convenient district. 
-The distress in Ireland is increasing and rapidly approaching itS climax. 
500 inhahita"t< of County Li'merick proceeded i.n a b:>dy to Croom, Jan. 12 
and obtained fuur cartlo \ds of bread by urgent representation of their ex-
tremi'ie-. The s'reets of Cork are patrolled by mounted police,and an 1ncrease 
of the numb~r is a<;ked by the magistrates. 
PREMIUMS FOR SUBSORIBERS. 
Fm' two 01' 1n01'e subscribers at $2. 00 each, we will senft 
postpai(llt1lY book or books the retail price 0/ which ~es 
not exceed mu~-t1tird of the amount of. money -sent. . 
BDDIu w.; .. ~:, 
. For two subscribers and $4 .• ··•· .... ·•·• .' ...................... . $1. 33 ' 
For three subscribers and $6 .. _ ............ : .................. _:. 2<009 
For six subscribers and $12 ..................................... 4.00 ' 
For nine subscribers and $18 ....• .• _._ .... : .................... _ .'6.06 
For t~elve subscribers and $24 .. • : ............... · •. . . _ ....... 8:00:.. 
If the price exceeds the amount due on ~remiums send ,the-
ance in .cash. 
Do pot wait to make up your whole list before sending. Send 
the first two names, stating that they are to be. placed to your cred,t 
for a premium, and add more as you get them. . 
, No 'such account will be opened, however, unless two subscrip.- · 
t idbs (one of which. may be you~ o~) are sent with the fiI:st OF-
der. After that, smgle' !mbscnptlOns may be ordered, alw.ays 
stating that they are to be credited on account of premium . . 
Premiumes may also be 'secured , fOIT subscriptions . to the ~ 
Monthly Editions 'by senc;J.ing eight .nflmes ;md$4-oo, with tile 
first oede1\. ' \ 1 
, " 
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Continued from page 9: 
"Visiti.ng-parents and children in their h0mes, and manifesting a personal 
interest greatly assists the teacher. Get the children to assist in making the 
school-room attractive by adding little decorations' in which they are interested. 
Make them feel they have helped tl; make their school-room pleasant. They 
like to invite their friends to come and see what they have made beautiful." 
, . Keep the school-room as happy as a home circle. , Take pains to find the 
'calIse of a drawn face. It pays." 
"I have long despaired of ever gaming that magnetism, will-power, or 
whatever it is, by which so many teachers 'hold their schools in perfect order. 
I believe it was an inborn quality which was withheld from me; or If I have 
a. little of it, it has to be spread so thin to cover a large school as to be wl:olly 
ineff~ctual, so I have sought the next best way: and the only satisfactory way 
, I have found to make my pupils work heartily with me, and feel that our in-
terests are one, is to treat them with uniform courtesy and respect. It takes 
time and patience before the good results are seen, and I suffer many dis-
couragements and heartaches, but I do think that little by lillie it cultivates in 
them a self-respect, a kindness of teeling and habits of courtesy towards others, 
which gives II. happier atmosphe~e to the room, and stimlliates them to better 
work. 
"LATER :-The above was written after ' one of my sunny days; to-night I 
a believer in the doctrine of backsliding. 
_ ' "LATER :-S~nshine again." 
"The advantage of reading aloud is inestiinable, but to teach the pupils to 
make personal studies of pieces even i'n second read:r, and then call fo~ . the 
different renditions. If fahe, then giye your own. This avoids mimicry." 
"I believe that the honor of a whole room can be appealed to, and a state 
induced so that a pupil who is disorderly in ahsence of a teacher, shall be 
made to feel the contempt of the whole room." 
"What shall be done with persisteJltly idle pupils, whose refusal to 'work is 
a constant 'won't do it?' " 
"What shall be done in music time with scholars who have no music in 
their souls, or voices, and don't know it ?" 
· "Every lailure in carrying out a good resolution begets a want of c:>nfidence 
in the pupil." 
"Make a child believe he desires to do right, and you a.::complish the fact." 
"I find that many children the least controlled at home ale the mo~t easily 
disciplined at school:" 
"During monthly examinations make one study top:cal; assign a topic, 
and hav~ the work written in the form of an essay~" 
- . 
THE RECESS. 
'-;oHow to drown a cat ~ In the water pitch her.-B9ston Transcript. 
-Tbe' Washington .Cupital remarks: "Some of our .slow subscrihers who 
may not find our paper in their mail can understand that its absence is due to 
their unremitting kindness." 
, -An apology: "BJt, Freddy, h:lw could you ever think of calling aunty 
_ stupid i Immediately go to her and teU her that you are sorry." Freddy goes 
-to aunty, ana says: "Aunty, I am sorry that you are ~tupid." 
-A very old lady, on her death-bed, in a pentential mood, said: "I was a 
· great sinner more than eighty years and didn't ]{now it.:' An old darky wo-
' man, who had lived with her a long time/ exclaimed: "Lors! I knowed it all 
de time."-JUntu(ky Sta~~ Journal. 
- ":"A School teacher, who has just been telling the story of David, winds up 
· with: "And all this happened over 30:) years ago." A little cherub, its blue 
eyes dilated with ,!ondc:r, after a few 'moments: thought: ".oh, dear, marm, 
'what a memory you must have." 
-She was a school teacher, and ha'd to teach morals as well as arithmetic, 
~ when a big oath came from a little urchin on the play ground, ~he made 
. him climb into her lap, and proceeded to tell him to "Swear not ~t all." "I 
dion'( swear at all-I jht cursed one feller, and you would too, if he'd chuck-
~ed a snow-ball down your back."-'.J~nuville, (Wis.) Gaflette. 
-SC&~&,-Gold Hill pu.bhc school. ,Qbjc:ct lessons in the primary cla.ss. 
Subjecn ':Grammar." , ' , , 
Teacher-"Form a sentepce with the word'deaf' in it." 
Flrst'pupil-"A deaf. man cannot hear." 
• Teacher-"Correct. Next, form a sentence with the word 'blind' in It." 
, Second Pupil'-"Pull down the blind." 
Sensation in Icnool.-J)etrtJil' Free Pres~. 
CHICAGO NOTES. 
In Chicago there are ,26, 273 boys enrolled in the public schools, and 26,3CO 
girls enrolled; that is only 27 more girls than boys; notwithstanding all the 
horse-cars and trains that scurry through the city, and which every boy, feels 
it his bounden duty to hitch on to. ' 
At the last meeting of the b~ard, German was voted into the Foster and 
the Pickard schools. Since the meeting the Tim!S has investigated the peti-
tions upon wh;ch this was done, and discovered that in one case one· half and 
in the other six-3evenths of the signatures upon which the action was based 
are spurious. The mode in which this study is introduced is a little odd. A 
German of "inflooence" has a sister or a comin or an aunt who does ' not 
know how to get pin·money. He at once gets a few sheets of legal cap, 
travels the district of a school 5uitable to be a victim, gets what signatures he 
can, fills in the balance to 'm:lke ISO with such names as occur to him, sends 
the document to the Dutch member, and presto! the thing is done. 
In the Chicago public' schools there are 2,057 pupils studying German 
against about 5,000 a few years ago when the total enr.:>lllTIent WolS very much 
smaUer than at present. As was said of the Celtic tongue, so it may,be said 
of the study of German at public expense, that 
"It is dying, it iS,dying like a sound upon the breeze ; 
It is dying, it i; dying, like the leaves upon the trees." 
He will be indeed a public benefactor who bhaU hasten on its dissolution, 
as did the kind-hearted wife who related the last sad il:cident in the life of 
her spouse as follows: "He (ound it very hard to die, poor dc:ar, and strug-
gled awfully, till I put a pillow on his heau and sat on it, and then he went 
off like an angel." Whoever will put a pillow on the head of the German 
~f this city, although its mouth is large enough to require a fealher-bed, an'd 
sit on that pillow, will merit a monument at the hands of his grateful coun· 
trymen. 
BOOKCLUBS. 
A b'Jok club is a very easy iristitution to organize and manage. It is a 
simple adaptation of the co operative principle. A leading spint and a few 
sympa' hizers are alone necessary. Where two or three can meet together in 
intellectual feUowship, there the book club may result. It is a priva te and 
select circulating library; select not only as t'1 the literature which circulates, 
but-as to the hands through vohich it passes. The book club is, or ouglit to 
be, the fastidious reader's safeguard against greasy cov.ers and do .. -earned 
corners. To the table which the book club spreads, only one and one's friends 
. sit down. 
Wherever no book club has yet been formed, let a beginnin'g be made now. , 
Go ahead, some one' of you. with the preliminaries. Get together a few who 
would be likely to be interested in the project and talk it over. Select and 
perfect your details 01 organintion. Set up your machinery and go to work. 
You will find that YO,u have introduced- into your community a new pleasure, 
a new bond of union, a new public benefit. 
A book cJub, sociaUy speaking, is an arterial system. Publishers have 
nothing to fear, but ' much to gain, from the multiplication of book clubs. 
They must i~evitably increa~e, not abridge, the sale of books. This effect 
they will produce by creating a demand where now no demand exists. There' 
are thousands and thousands of persons who through the agency of book cI ubs 
might be made co.operative purchasers of books, who now never ente~ the 
market at all. 
By all means let there be a book club in every town where there is no pub-
lic library. To form one may prove the plantmg of the seed out of which the 
larger institution will soon grow.-Lit~rary f!orld. 
-Rev. Phillips Brooks, of Tnnity Church, Boston, is probably the most pOF-
ular Episcopal clergyman in the (;ountry, and 'his hooks of sermons an~ essays 
are looked forward to with great expectations by all .classes. His latest book, 
entitled "The Influence of Jesus," is thought to be one of th'e very best, and 
,has already passed .through several editions. It 's certainly one of the most 
noticeable of recent contributions to reli~ious literature. 
.-'''Why, Dick," said a lady teacher the oth~r day, "you are getting to be 
an awfully- 'good boy-lately; ever so much better than you were last year. 
How is it?" "Qh i pshaw! Miss Hetty," said the youngster, "I don't have 
10 ~uch tummick-ache now."-Sprinf/ield Rtpu6lican. 
" 
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PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT. , 
BACK NUMBERS ot the WKKKL': will be furnished for ten cents each until the supply IS exhausted . Ifnotic" is ~ent 11~ ora mi \'s ing number tmmedia telyon 
receipt of tle.xt number. we will 'mail it free. Always give 
the numstr of the paper, not the d Ate. 
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION. 
One year(40 Nos.), $2 .50. If paid in advance, $2.00. 
Six months ( 20 Nos.), 1 . 50. II U 1.25. 
Three months llo Nos .) .15. , (~ II .65 
Each Monthly Edition. 50 cents a year in advance . 
The numb:' T on each subscriber's address~label shows when 
the sub~criptjon will expire, whether I t has been paid or 
ch. rg<d. . . 
Remittances should ,be sent by regl : tered letter, draf~. or 
postofll ce mon ey order. p ayable to S. R . WINCHELL & CO. 
Do 11 0 t s~nd Bank Cltecks. 7 Ju'y cost us IS cents apiece 
""or col/ution. 
ADVERTISING RATES FOR SINGLE ' INSBRTIO I'o : 
'Full In,ido P age .......... 3000 Three Inches. _____ ....... 5.00 
Full Out<lde Page .. ___ $40.00 \ On<-h.lf Column (5 in.) i>no 
One-half I"sid< Page __ 18.00 Inch Cards .••••••••..•• _ 1·15 
Fult Cohimn 110 in.) .• • 14 .00 I Per L ,ue ..... ................ .15 
Special ~oac.c:s, 40 cents per hoe by count. . 
DISCOUNTS: 
(2 insertions 10 per 
.. ., . 20 If 
10 ' u 30 h 
If 40 H So 
cent. \ 20 insertions 40 l!~r c?,nt 
Adv~:"tistJ1tt"b running- ont 1110ntll or 1lt r- re are pt/.b -
Ii~h d in aU the se1un 1100nthly editiolls without extra 
clta~gt.. . 
COPt sh'o~ld be received by Saturday no.on, preViOUS t~ 
daiea~h is:d~~rtisinJt page ~f THn ED~CATJONA.L WEEKL:V 
contains 'th'ee columns , each column ten inches, and one 
inch t ..... elve l ines. 
Noadvcrtisemcnt will be inserted for less than one dollar. 
OrC"lers from strangcts must be paid monthly in adavnce. 
Address all communications to 
S. R. WINCHELL & CO., Publishers, 
Ashland Block, Chicago, Ill. 
SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES. 
CHANDLER SCIENTIFIC DEPT. ot Dartmouth . College. Liberal Education on a scientific ba.>is. Address Prof, E. R . RUGGLIIS, Hanover, N. d. cpe 
_:JENNINGS SEMINAR Y, Aurora,lll. A school fo ' 
both sexes. Thorough instruction at Ipw rates. 
. Address (cph) MARTIN E. CADY, Principal. 
F ROEBEL KINDERGARTEN AND SCHOOL , , Mrs A. B. SCUTT, corner Prairie Avenue and Twenty-
second ~treet. Chicago. 
M ARKHAM ACADEMY,Milwaukee, Wis. A thor· oughly reliable College - Prepal atory School fOI boys. Established in 1864. A. Markham, PriD. lcpu 
LASEL.L SEMINAR YForYoung Women. Auburndale (near Boston,) Mass. Homelike, practical, thorough Parents seeking a first·class Eastern schoo, send fo) 
call'logue. rcpr) C. C. BRAGDO,N, Principal. 
N ORTHWESTERN COLLEGE Naperville, Ill. , for both sexes. Full Classical, ScientifiC, GermalJ Business, and Art Courses, with Preparatory Dep't. 
Unparalleled cheapness . Rev. A. A. Smith, A. M., Prest 
For full information address Rev. Wm. Huelster, Treas_lcp] 
H IGH SCHOOE DEPARTMENl of State Normal . Untversity. Special attentton is paid ~o fitting young 
men for College. For years its graduates have enter· 
ed Harvard, and other fir..tpclass coUegf!!" without conditions. 
The English course pre~ents rare opportunities to young men 
preparing for bi.lsiness, or young ladies desiring a thorough 
cow:se.of study, For furtherlnformatioD address E. J. James, 
Ph. D., Normal, IU. 
ILLINO/~ SlATE NORMAL UNIVERSITY, fOl the special preparatIon of teachers. The full course 01 
, ~tudy requires three years. Tuition fret to those wht 
pledge Pthemseh:cs to' teach 10 the state; to others, '30 pCt 
year. Hi,-" School Depart11lmt offers the best advantage, 
for preparmg for college or for business. Tuition, '30 per 
year. Graillmar School Department furmshes excelleD! 
facilities for obtaining a ·good, practical education. Tuition, 
$25 perJ.ear. Primary D~partment, a charmi~g place fOl 
be "lit e folks." Term begins Sept. 1,1879. Forparticu. 
an address 'EdwlD C. Hewett, PresIdent, Normal, Ill. ti 
WOO~~ A -'-''''~SeDd50o, ...,~., ""f6rIUGpr.dil. 
LATEST I J ansen, MCClurg 
BEST!"" &; Co.. . ChIcago, 
%lay School SI~gI~g ~ook. ~CHOES By S. W. Straub. 
1 0 000 Names of reSidents wanted. For 25 names with , address and 25 c . we will send a fir- 1';11 .. Hand· 
kerchief, every thread silk. Regular ,pn~efr '" :Address 
~u G_ W . FOSTER & Co .. ·, Clark St., Ch·cago. 
REWARD(: OF MERIT. 're~chers'pricelistfree . · ;>amples 
':Ifortoc .(silverorstamps)F. E .Adam. ·Hlll.N. H 
_
. ' . ~~I~~~!~op~.~1hE~~c~,~c~el' 
School.) Pire AlArms, Parma, etc. FULL. 
W &~RANTED. Catal2&!'e sent Free. 
, VI\NDU~~M & TIFf, Cincinnati, 0, . 
'-
CHEAP COPYING T ABLE1. 
A NEW AND WONDERFUL INVENTION 
OHEAP~ DtrRA:aLE~ & EASILY -WORKED_ 
From 50 to 150 excellent copies can be talcen from the first transfer; and by using a second and third transfer, the num- • 
berof copies can be car.ried to 200 and 300! . 
This COPYI~G TABLKT is invaluable to S Iiool Superintendents, Teacher.;, Lawyers. Bankers, ArchitectS, MerchaDts, 
Mllslc Teachers, and others. . .. 
With it . by simplY leading the dir· ctions for using, one can easily and quickly print fac-similes of pen.and-Iok .ket:heo, 
, M .. ps, Drawings, Cards, Letter/, Bill H'eads, Circulars, MUSIC, Program3; EX.i.minataon Questions, or olher m.atter 
wrdtcn or printed with a pen. ' 
GREAT REDUCTION IN PRICE. 
1.~ Size, for Letter Paper, - - 82.25 I 2nd Size, for Note ··Paper, 81,.50 
Other sizes made to order. 
Salisfar/ion ;s guarantud in lVlry cau; 
It!'e t hy prepaid express, add 25 cents to above prices. The money must in all 'ca"es accompany the order, State the 
name of you.r nearest express office, ~nd the name of the express company. Full directions accompany the Tablet. 
THE GREATEST LIVING 
Author., .uch ....... of. M .. ~ 
:::~~~rj !!~ . .r.°;~.~d:;· ::!'!1: 
Huxley, ft • .4.. P .. octor, Edw. 
.4... Freeman, .... ot~. 'J.'Ylldoll, 
Dr. W. D. Vo.rpent.er, FI'" .. <'ea 
Power Cobbe, 'l.~he Duke of 
-tan::.:!' ':'·l/~:."~u~.~~~ 
Vralk, Seo. ~oeDonuJd. Mr •. 
W!~:~:~ 1~::1~:·8ij!::.v; 
~':S~;YC~YI~ il8~!,~r.:, :r.~:; 
ny.on, BI'o,vnIIlK, and DIllnyothers, 
.. ___ .. __ lIIiare represented In the pagel of 
LitteU's Living Age. 
S. R. TVINCHELL ce CO., Chicago • . 
I Fulto!l& Eastman's Book-keeping. 
The attention of teachers is requested to a f<IW Itliti""_1lT 
FULTON (g> EASTMAN"S 
Single and Double Entry Book-Keeping. 
For twenty years no agency work whatever has b~n ~ed ' -.! 
to extend the use of this book, and the remarkable tenacIty 
with which it has retained its popularltv, while rival worKs 
have been actively and ene·getically pushed through agents, . 
attests the hold Fulton & E .. tman's Book.keeping hi'S uPOP 
the good opinion of-educators. 
O"'er 150,000 have been sold, and the demand continues. " 
Single copies for examination, with a view to introduc~oD 
will be sent by mail, postpaid, upon receipt of 60 CeDts, aD . 
a full set of blanks upon receipt of 45 cents. • Jan. 1. 1880, THE LIVING AGE enters upon It. 144th Volume, I\dmlttedly unrivalled and conUnuously success-
ful. A ",eeklll nl~ontine, It glv.es more tllan 
THREE AND A QUARTER THOUSAND 
double-column octavo pages or readlug-inattcryearly. It pre-
'1 he price of the Text·Book Is one dollar, and for ',b, 
blanks, 75 cents. . \ . f\- ... 
H . B. NIMS &: CO., Troy, New York. 
~i~::e~~ ~tt~1~:!i~;~:' ~~rll~g c~onfl~~~;~~l~l~~~:~ :::'rt°~?t\lO! 
.ali¥actory comfilelen ... atlem~ttd 011 flO ollttr l"oliraliofl. 
~~~t'ii~~ K~a~~'~'!:l~~ds, ~~~~~v~~~: ~~~~:.:.ng~ie'l~it~~~oR~=· 
~~'Ir.!~I~~dy ~ll~~~~~\tl~~rl~l~},if'rlt!:~~:~tlOI\, from the 
It Is therefore invJ~ul\1Jle to evel'Y Amel'Jcnn reader,R8 the 
only satisfactorily fre.it and COl\lj'LETE compilAtion of aD 
Indlspensablo curreut llterntnre,- indflpfflsable because It 
embraces the productions of the 
ABLEST LIVING W,RITERS 
in aU brnnches or Llteratnre, ScIence, Politics and Art. 
.. It co.er. Ihe ",hole field Ot liIeralU,·e. and C01lt7', il com-
Pl~t~VJ!~d~~g:~;;:'~,!~h:~t;;:':;,'~-';:~;~I::~~;~~~;l~~n. 
;!'n:':$'~N~~~"fm':~~a::epf:r~,~'clt:hllC Ihought in all ii' 
~~.r:~f. Ihe bat of all at Ihe price of on •• "~New York lnde-
ti:t!:ct'~~.~lc~,':n~;l:l~e bat -eclectic puoli.hed."-Soutllcrn 
.. II .0 fully .uppltts tlte teanls 01 Ihe readina public Ihat 
Iltrouull il. pages alone il is pOSSIble to oe a. l/toral/gll/II "'til 
informed in currl'Tlllileralure a. 011 Ihe per .. o I 0/ a long /i,t 
o!.montll.litl.JJ-Philadelphh\ Inquirer. 
.. To read it ",eekly i. a liberal educa/{on."- Zion's Herald, 
Doston. . . 
.. With It alone a reader mall /airlll keep up lllilh ailihat i. 
imporlanl in Ihe lileralure, h i.lory, polilic. and .deMe vi Ihe 
dar."-The Methodist, New York. 
, There i. no other way of procuring Ihe .ame amount of ' 
excellent lileralure/or anylhing m'e /I,. .ame price. "-Boston 
Advertiser. . 
II It i. INDISPE~8ABL8 TO EVERY ONE tDho dtlirt! a thorough 
compt7,dium <if all III at is admirable and floteworlllll ill the 
literary world. "-Boston rost. . . 
U The prillce among ma"azines."-NewYork Obser\'"cr • 
.. The best literalure qf /I •• day."-NewYork Tbnes. 
TUE LIVING AGE I. pllbll,hed weekly at $8.00 a yenr.!r .. 
ofposlage; or for lIIIO.50 'JUE LIVING AGE IJnd tilherone or 
the American 84, 1I10llthlie' (or Barper', Weekly 0 1' Bazar) 
wlll be sellt for a year, bolh 'pwtpaid; or. for $9.1>0 TUE 
LIVING AGE nnd tlle ·St. Nichola., or App 'elon'., Jow.,al. 
Now is the time to subs~rlbe, beginning wilh t110 NetO J'tar. 
W- EXTRA OFFER FOR' 1880 • ..,4Jil 
To all new _lIboerlbers for 1880 will be _pnt gr;,U_ "IX 
numbers ' or 1879 which contain, beSides other Interesting 
matter, the lI",t chapters or two nelv serial storie' recently 
, begun In TIIB LIVI"O .A OB from advance sheelA, ,·Iz.: .. HB 
WHO 'WILL NOT WHEN RB-1IAT," by lIlUS. OLIPHANT, and 
.~~~ :~~e~':~bo~~t1~~eF~~t~~~Xr.~~,,:o '(;~~r,~~,~!Y at-
~~: _ _ ____ ~~LL &!: CO., Do.to.· 
SCRAP-BOOK RECITA TlONS. 
WIT! HUMOR! . PATHOS! 
By H . M. SOPER, E1o~utioni.t, Chicago. 
This ccl1ection consists rPc slly of nnlJ piICI~, some of 
whhh appear for th. fi .. t time. Up ·to date. , 
.. ilrimful of good things."-P,acli al T.ac"tr. 
Price in paper 2; cent ... : cloth SO cen~ .. . 
T. S. DENISON, 70 Metropolitan Block,Cliicago, Ill. 
"0 FJne MJxed- CaroR, with name, 10 c. Agents 
i) Wanted, au filS. 10 c. IIlentinn thl. paper, ana 
• opdrcsl - ~JOHN S. MAGINNIS, Sandwich, Ill. 
G LO BES 3,' s, 6 , 10, 12, I~~ and 3,? In. dlarii, _tkDt . 
! ' for: catalogue. H. B. Nlms &: Co .• Tr;oy 
!o<ew Y!?rk. ., e-o-w-clp . 
BOCHE. 
~ Die Sinker, 
DBA.LIlR IN '! 
Amatlur Printing p.rl!s~s. 
MANUFACTRRBR OF 
Rubblr Or> , Ribbon Slatllps . 
Lmenmarkers &: .Doorplates. : 
'71 Randolph St .• Ch'icago' 
PENMEN AND TfAOHER8~ 
. Se"d for 'out Reduced Price LiM of liilt and Bevel Edge _ 
Cards . 25 var pustpai d"5 cts. Floral and Chromo Cards, 
,)ver 200 varieties. Plain and Fancy Cut Cards, over 100 
';Iyles. New Year Ca,d •. Sleei Plate Work, '-S' vat '2S!> , 
-.ostpaid; $1.00. Estabhshed seven }ears. Reference, D. T .. 
Ames. flub., New York. Also Educational Weekly. • 
I N, E. CARD CO., Mfy. ·104, 'i06 Main St., 
'VoolI~ockcl. R'. r . . , 
JUST PUBMSHED-THEARTof .P.RO.NUNCI.4:'FION. 
PHO~OLOGY AND ORTROEPY,· .', i-
An ElementaTY Treatis. for Tearhers ' and Schools, by 
Prof. ALBERT SALISBURV, A M. ,the .l\'efl.known con-
ductor ofiTeacher'i In~titutes in Wi-consin. The w.otk con- "J": 
' ains chapters on: J. V9cal Phy.iolol:Y, ,illustratei\ by ex- _ 
cdlent wood cuts; 2, Plionology or Phonotics; 3. PHono y-
py; and 4. Ortho· py. Price 50 cents, postpaid. Discount 
made on large orders. . 
Wm. J. PARK & Co., Publishers, Madison, WI •. " 
);;)rJ/?,an~L;'A/ ' 
~~~-
.' I 
'ST. JOSEPH, MO. . 
Full particulars sent to anl' addre.s upon receil:'t of stamp ;' 
but no attention to postals 'f .pecimen hu"ters.. . 
THOS. J. DRYAl,iT, Prest;' : 
Bosttm .Uuiv.ersitl ' . 
' Offen In Collegiate and Post-graduate Itudles, In Theology, 
Law, and Medicine, the 'Choicest of ~tem 'A.4~" 
~1f8.. Adcb-cis' X1u R,llit~4r" . 
; 
• < 
'. 
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THOMPSON, BROWN & GO., 
BOSTON, 
Have just Issued the following ·new 'l'ext-books; 
'Br..adbury's Eaton's Practical Arithmetic. 
Combiging oral and written work, with new and fresh examples. adapted to present prices a nd conditi ons. All 
aTithmerical subj ects not needect in-practical life are omitted from the main book and 1'1aced in the appendix. The 
Melric (decimal) Weigh .. and Measures are placed next to U. S . (decim. l) Money, and are ilIustraled from drawings 
made of the exact size from the government standards . Sent for examination on ret:cipt of 40 cents. Metric pages 
on receipt of 3 cent postage stamp. 
History of England. 
By A. p, Stone, LL, D" Supt. Schools, Springfield, Mass. 
ing portions of Worcester's History, with Maps and Cuts. 
on receipt of 4oc. 
The' Musical Cuide. 
Based on and retain-
Sent for examination 
By W. S. Tildeh. Designed for ungraded and graded schools. It is specially 
adapted to those schools where musical instruction is given by the teacher, and 
not by a specialist, and it is believed will fully meet the wants of those who desire 
a single book adapted to primary and more advanced classes in preference to a 
uries of music readers. Sent for examination on receipt of 30c. 
Educators and. School Officers who contemplate any cha nges in the text-books in the above-named subjects will 
well to first examine these new books. Special attention is invited to . 
'Bradbury's Elementary Algebra. and 
~Br~~P~~~Yd'i~iti~f~~~a~~~>':a~g~~ t!~} ~~ ~~o~!:~~X:ry :xte~s . 
ively in the smaller towns. These books are of moderate Size, hut conta in enough to prepare for any college and 
give a thorough knowledge of the subjects . 
Especial attention IS called to the exercises for origina l de monstration and practical questions as invaluable for a 
practical knowledjte of Geometry. 
The University Ceometry, . 
Is on the same plan as the above, but contains all of plane and soid Geometry. 
Meservey's . Bookkeeping, 
Recently published and largely introduced in the best High Schools and Acade-
mies. 
Sent for examination on receipt of Soc. . 
Descriptive Catalog with testimoriials sent on applica tion. . Correspondence solicited. 
'J..HOS. H. BUSH, 70 Metropolitan Block, Chicago. 
$1 AMERICAN POPULAR DICTIONARY $1 ' . . And~Library of. Knowledge. . It. contains ev~ry useful wo!'d .in the ~nglish language, wi th Its true ~eanin . spell ing a nd p!onun- I 
.1 Clauon. In addulon tathe dlctlonary the work contalDS the Decla ra tion o, 1 ,ndependence, with the 
names of the signers; Constitution of the United St.lte..s; "History of the American Plag; Weights and Measures; the 
principles of correct Pronunciation; list of words Commonly Mispronounced : how to ~ peak with Elegance and Ease j a 
list 0 Slahg and Vulgar Phrases; ChronologIcal History; list of Mylhological a nd Class ical N ames ; Nicknames of. the 
Cities of the U. S ; tbe dIscovery, discoverers and early selt'ers of the U . S,; Ioo eres t L aws and Inso lvent and ASSign· 
ment Laws of each State, and a vast amount of informa tion upon $cience, Biogra phy, His tOIY, Cities, Colleges, RaBroads, 
,Canals, ' Army and Navies, rate of Mortality, Land Titles, Public L ands, etc. The work is a concise and porta ble Cy~lo ­
pedla of very useful and va luable information and from it a writer or a speaker can glean a n amount of real knowledge 1m· 
possible to find elsewhere collected in one bo'ok . In one hanQY volume, bound. in cloth, with gilt back. Sent prepaid, 
upo 'receipt·of81 .00. , ' . 
W. ATLEE S)lITH & CO., 
~gents Wanted. P. O. BOX" '4SS. 50 N. Se venth Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
' !rhe book is well worth the money, and the advertisers are .. liable.-PMlada. ACmts' H , rald. 
- The worli. is a Herfect library of useful knowledge, and rema rkably cheap. We can recommend the advertisers to our 
rea.der9.-.Philad/ lphia Sunday Item . 
ONt y- $1.25 MORE 
Will secure a·copy of The National Sunday School Teacher for 1880. .The clear 
and analytical Class Outlines, the full and, attractive Bible Readings, and-the rich 
, and suggestive Notes and Comments, make The Tencher one 01 the best helps in 
-the Study, the Prayer Meeting, and the SUD(lay School. As a Superintendent 
lately wrofe US, "The Class Outline alone;s worth the price of the magazllle." Reg-
' ular ,price reduced to $1.25 pen year. Clubs of 5 or more $1.00 each. ' Sample free. 
, ADAMS, BLA.CKME,lt, & LYON . PUB. CO., CHICAGO, .ILL. 
ROHRER'S BOOK-KEEPING. 
Primary ............ , ..... , SO I TIle five books sent to teach-
Co~on School, ••••. •.• 1.SO ers {or'cx.amination lor '3.!0, 
"COUPUIIg-!loUSC;,..; •••• •• 3000 but only In reply to requests 
Lectt~".ot', Key .... 2.00 , accompanied by the money 
S • terms for II1tro<iuCtion. 
- . CPUJ W. J. GILBERT. Publisher, SL Louis, Yo; 
H C. KOCH &> CO., • 
• ' . ARCHITECTS AND SUPERINTENDENTS. 
School Architecture a Specialty. 
. Comer W~Copsin St .• and Broadway, 
Pfister's Block. MILWAUKEE,WIS. 
FREE ISO FINE' ~ ,a.rds. with name. ( Send .tamp. Box 48, Sandwich, 111. 
T.E3:E 
Chtcago &-Northwestern 
RAILWAY 
b the OLDEST I BEST CONSTRUCTED I BEST 
'EQUIPPED I and Mnce the 
Leading RAilway of the West 
and Northwest. 
It embraces under one Management 
2,380 MILES OF RO~D, 
and forms the following Trunk Lines ; 
"Chicago, Council Bluffs & California Line," 
"Chicago, Sioux City & Yankton Line," 
"Chicago. Clinton, Dubuque & La Crosse Line,' 
"Chicago, Freeport &,Dubuque Line," 
"Chicago, La Crosse, Winona & Minnesota Line. 
"Chicago, St. Paul & Minneapolis Line," 
"Chicago, Milwaukee· & Lake Superior Lin~" 
"ChicB.2o, Green Bay & Lake Sup:rior ~ine." 
-ITS-
Council BluWs, Denver and Cali-
fornia Line 
Is Ihe Best Route between CHICAGO a nd all points in 
IOWA, DAKOTA, NEMRAS KA, W YOMING , COLO R-
ADO, UTAH, NEVADA, CALIFORNIA, OREGON 
CHINA, JAPAN and AUSTRALI1\... Its ' 
8t. Paul and Minneapolis Line 
Is Ihe Best Line between CHICAGO and all point. in I 
NORTHWESTERN WISCONSIN a nd MINNESOTA 
and for MADISON, ST. PAUL, MINNEAPOLIS DU: 
LUTH, and all poinls in the Great N orthwest. Its ' 
La Crosse and Minnesota .Line 
Is the Bes t Ro';te between CHICAGO a nd LA'CROSSE 
WINONA,ROCHESTER,OWATONNA,MANKAT O' 
ST. PETER, NEW UL .1, and all points in CENTRAL 
MINNESOTA and DAKOTA. Its . 
Green Bay amI ~lal'queUe Line 
Is the Only Line between CHICAGO and JANESVILLE, 
WATERTO W N F OND D U LAC, N EENA H, MEN. 
ASHA OSHKOSH GREEN llA Y, MARQUb:TTE , 
HOUG HTO N HANCOCK and the LAKE SU P E R IOR 
COUNTRY' 'ItS. ' 
Freeport and Dubuque Line 
Is the Only Route botween CHIC~GO and ELGIN, 
ROCKFOR D, FRE EPURT, and all points via Freeport. 
Its 
Chicago and ~lihvaukee ' Line 
Is'the old Lake Shore Route between CHIC AGO and 
HIGHLAND PARK, WAUKEGAN RACINE, K E N -
OSHA and MILWAUKEE, and the Best Route to SHE -
1I0YGAN, MANITWOC, GREEN LAKE and RIPON. 
It is the Only Road in Ihe West ;"'nning Pullman Hotel 
Cars between Chicago and Council Bluffs . 
Bear in mind no other road TUns Pullman Hotel Cars, or 
any other form of H ote l Ca rs THROUGH between l.hicago 
and the Missouri River. All Ticket Agents can sell y ~u 
1 hrough Tickets by tlus Route . 
It IS the Only Road running Pullman Sleeping Cars el l her 
wa y between Lhicago and St. I'au}, or ·any point north of 
_Ch,cago. 
New York Office, 4tS Broadway. Boston 0 ffice. S Sta le 
Street. Omaha Office, 13'4 Fa rnam Street San Francisco 
Office, • New Montgomery Street. Chicago Ticket Offic~ , . 
6. Uark Street, under S herman Hou' e ; 75 Canal, cor . Mad-
ison Street; S9 :itate, cor . R andolph Street; P Imer Ho~e ; 
Grand Pacific H ot. l; KinzieSlreet Depot, cor. West Kill zie 
and Canal Stree s ; .WellS :itreet .Depot,cor. W ells and K in-
zie Streets. 
F,or mforOJ.ation. folders, ~ etC:, not obtainable. at 
H ome Ticket Office,' address any agent of the Company, or 
MARVIN 'HUGH TT. W. H. STENN·ETT, 
Gen" Manager, Cliicago. Gen'l Pass. Ag't, Chicago. 
In ordering goods~ or in making inquiry 
conctr,ning anything advertised in this paper, 
Ydu ·will oblige the publisJlers, as well as the 
advertiser, by stating that you saw the ad 
vertisement in 'The Educational Weekly. 
